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ABSTRACT

Cooperative Vehicular Networks for Intelligent Transportation Systems

by

Jieqiong Chen

Transportation systems are fundamental for the human society as they allow

people and goods to move from one location to another. With an increasing vol-

ume of population and vehicles, current transportation systems are now facing a

number of disruptive challenges such as congestion, crashes, air pollution and noise

throughout the world. However, traditional solutions like expanding the present

transportation systems by increasing the number of roads are recognized to be ex-

pensive, disruptive and involve protracted effort. Instead, intelligent transportation

systems (ITS), with the goal of building a safer, more efficient and environmen-

tally sustainable transportation system by incorporating state-of-the-art sensing,

computing and communication technologies, is expected to be a better solution.

ITS are complex systems and they function in a broad range of areas through

smartly sensing, analysing and disseminating different kinds of traffic information.

Vehicular networks, which incorporate advanced communication technology with

intelligent vehicles equipped with on-board units (OBUs) and intelligent roadside

infrastructure, realise the function of large scale traffic information dissemination

for ITS through vehicle to vehicle (V2V), vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) and in-

frastructure to infrastructure (I2I) communications. Therefore, as one of the most

enabling tools to support ITS, vehicular networks play a crucial role in improving

road safety, relieving traffic congestion, enhancing driving experience and reducing

pollution.

Considering the critical impact information exchange poses on the transportation

systems, vehicular network applications require particularly fast, reliable and secure



message dissemination in the network. However, depending only on V2V or V2I

communications may fail to meet these requirements. On one hand, the frequently

changing topology of vehicular networks caused by the highly dynamic nature of ve-

hicles and the lossy vehicular wireless channels resulting from fading, path loss and

the fast movement of vehicles, would result in unreliable and intermittent V2V com-

munications. On the other hand, V2I communications may have limited availability,

especially in rural areas and in the initial deployment phase of vehicular networks

due to the high cost of implementation and maintenance of infrastructure. These

make research on employing cooperative communications within vehicular networks

both interesting and important.

In this thesis, we focus on the design of cooperative vehicular networks for ITS

to satisfy the requirement of disseminating data quickly, reliably and securely, in the

conditions of sparse roadside infrastructure, high mobility, and intermittent connec-

tivity. Firstly, we propose a cooperative communication strategy that explores the

combined use of V2I communications, V2V communications, mobility of vehicles,

and cooperation among vehicles and infrastructure, to facilitate data dissemina-

tion in vehicular networks. The network performance, measured by the achievable

throughput when there exists only one vehicle with a download request in the net-

work, and the achievable capacity when there exist multiple vehicles with download

requests in the network respectively, are analysed. The results show that the pro-

posed cooperative communication strategy significantly boosts the throughput (or

capacity) of vehicular networks. Secondly, to protect secure message dissemination,

we investigate topological approaches to keep the message dissemination in vehic-

ular networks robust against insider attackers who may tamper with the message

content. As a novel approach, we take the network topology into consideration when

designing algorithms to check the integrity and consistency of messages. Overall, our

work provides guidance on the optimum design of cooperative vehicular networks

for ITS to achieve fast, reliable and secure message dissemination.

Dissertation directed by Professor Guoqiang Mao

School of Electrical and Data Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Road transportation systems are fundamental for the human society as they allow

the movement of people and goods from one location to another using a variety of

vehicles across different infrastructure systems. Along with the desired outputs of

passenger trips and freight shipments, road transportation systems also bring ad-

verse outcomes such as congestion, crashes, air pollution and noise. With an increas-

ing volume of vehicles over the past decades, the concern on road traffic efficiency

and safety have been growing. Consequently, extensive research has been conducted

in investigating and developing new techniques to address these urgent transport

issues. Among all techniques, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), with the

goal of alleviating road traffic problems using state-of-the-art sensing, computing

and communication technologies to build a safer, more efficient and environmen-

tally sustainable transport network, stand out as a popular and important one.

1.1 Research Background

1.1.1 Intelligent Transportation Systems

With an increasing transportation vehicles during past decades, traffic conges-

tion and accidents have become significant transport issues all around the world. In

particular, it is claimed in the 2015 Urban Mobility Report, published by the Texas

A&M Transportation Institute [1], that traffic congestion caused urban Americans

to travel an extra 6.9 billion hours and purchase an extra 3.1 billion gallons of fuel,

for a congestion cost of $160 billion in 2014. Meanwhile, the 2017 report from
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World Health Organization (WHO) pointed out that road traffic injuries have been

the main cause of death among people aged 15 - 29 years. More than 1.2 million

people die annually in highway-related crashes [2, 3]. These figures are likely to in-

crease continually without significant changes made to the traditional transportation

systems. However, traditional solutions like expanding the present transportation

systems by increasing the number of roads are recognized to be expensive, disruptive

and involve protracted effort [4]. To this end, ITS, which incorporate the advanced

sensing, computing and communication technologies to a smart use of the transport

network, is expected to be a better solution to the urgent road traffic problems.

The term ITS was coined in 1994 by the United States Department of Trans-

portation, while its development can be traced back to the 1980s with programs that

used sensing, information and communication technologies to achieve greater sophis-

tication of traffic and transport, such as the program PROMETHEUS (PROgraM

for European Traffic with Highest Efficiency and Unprecedented Safety) in Europe,

the program IVHS (Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems) in the United States, and

the program RACS (Road Automobile Communication System) in Japan [5, 6]. ITS

are complex systems and they function in a broad range of areas through sensing

and perception, cognition, and actuation sub-systems to improve road safety, relieve

traffic congestion, enhance driving experience and reduce pollution. Their functional

areas mainly include (1) Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS), which is

the fundamental part of ITS that operates traffic congestion detection, traffic pre-

diction and traffic control through collecting, analysing and disseminating real-time

traffic data; (2) Advanced Traveller Information System (ATIS), which provides

real-time traffic information like road conditions and optimal routings to travellers,

so as to reduce congestion and optimize traffic flow; (3) Advanced Vehicle Control

system, which incorporates sensors, computers and control systems to assist and

alert drivers on collisions, so as to increase road safety; and (4) Advanced Public
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Transportation System, which uses technologies from ATMS and ATIS to greatly

enhance the accessibility of information to users of public transportation [7, 8].

1.1.2 Vehicular Networks

Vehicular networks, which incorporate advanced communication technology with

intelligent vehicles equipped with on-board units (OBUs) and intelligent roadside

infrastructure, serve as one of the most significant tools for the realization of ITS.

With the assistance of wireless communication technology, vehicular networks allow

different kinds of information exchanged among vehicles and roadside infrastructure

through vehicle to vehicle (V2V), vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) and infrastructure

to infrastructure (I2I) communications. Specially, vehicular network is a type of a

conventional mobile ad-hoc network, but with nodes moving on predefined roads,

and their trails are not too complicated. See. Fig. 1.1 for an illustration.

Figure 1.1 : An illustration of vehicular networks.

Vehicular networks provide great support to ITS by realising the function of

large scale traffic information dissemination, and play a critical role in improving
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road safety, enhancing traffic efficiency, and increasing comfort and convenience to

drivers and passengers [9, 10, 11, 12]. Specifically, by rapidly disseminating warning

messages on real-time information about traffic accidents or road obstacles to all

vehicles in vicinity through V2V communications, road safety can be greatly im-

proved (i.e. traffic safety services). Moreover, a timely and effective exchange of

sensed traffic information among vehicles keeps drivers informed about the traffic

density at all locations throughout the city. This consequently assists in provid-

ing guidance to drivers on the optimal driving route to avoid traffic congestion.

In the meantime, the roadside infrastructure can collect real-time traffic informa-

tion from vehicles and other infrastructure, and this collected traffic data can be

accessed by traffic planners for performing traffic analysis to make more accurate

and reliable traffic predictions and traffic planning (i.e. traffic efficiency services).

Furthermore, vehicular networks enable vehicles and roadside infrastructure to offer

value-added services like digital maps with real-time traffic status and in-car enter-

tainment services, which can greatly enhance the convenience and comfort of drivers

and passengers (i.e. infotainment services).

The great benefits vehicular networks can provide to ITS have attracted academia,

governments, and car manufacturers globally to initiate numerous activities in this

field in the recent past. Different standardization bodies have devoted efforts into

specifying vehicular communications, after dedicated spectrum at 5.9 GHz was al-

located for ITS both in the US in 1999 and in Europe in 2008, respectively. Dif-

ferent families of standards include: 1) the Dedicated Short-Range Communica-

tions (DSRC) completed in 2010 in US [13]; 2) the Release 1 of the ETSI/CEN

Cooperative-ITS (C-ITS) completed in 2013 in Europe [14]; and 3) 3GPP Cellular-

V2X (C-V2X) completed in 2017 [15]. Both DSRC and C-ITS use the IEEE 802.11p

[16] standard for the physical and data link layers, which is a short-range technology

for V2V communications. The C-V2X standard embeds into vehicular environments
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the latest technologies in cellular communications, and it includes two radio inter-

faces. The cellular interface supports V2I communications, while the direct interface

named sidelink/PC5 supports V2V communications based on direct LTE side-link

[15]. In addition, many programs have been established widely for the future deploy-

ment of large-scale vehicular networks, e.g., the Connected Vehicle Pilot Deployment

Program began in 2015 by the United States Department of Transportation to test

cutting-edge connected vehicle technologies, and the Compass4D project in Europe,

etc. [17]. Moreover, a large number of car manufacturers are also supplying vehicles

with on-board computing and wireless communication devices. For instance, about

100,000 DSRC-equipped vehicles from Toyota and Lexus are on the road in Japan

currently [18].

In spite of the benefits vehicular networks bring to ITS, the effective design and

deployment of vehicular networks are still challenging. First, vehicular networks

are only effective when every vehicle has equipped an OBU and the road side in-

frastructure is also deployed concurrently. However, due to the cost and budget

constraints, it is expected to be a long journey for all car manufacturers to install

OBUs on each vehicle, and for the government to upgrade the vehicular network

infrastructure. Second, there are still some urgent technical issues remaining to be

solved. Due to the high-mobility nature of vehicular network, randomness in wireless

channel dynamics and link interferences, vehicular communications may become in-

termittent and unreliable. Consequently, it may lead vehicular network applications

struggling to provide information as rapidly and reliably as required. Meanwhile,

the vulnerability of wireless communications makes message dissemination in vehic-

ular networks susceptible to malicious attacks, and these attacks could potentially

result in catastrophic consequences like traffic congestion, traffic crashes, and even

loss of lives. Extensive research needs to be conducted to protect secure message

dissemination in vehicular networks.
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Based on the aforementioned technical challenges remaining to be solved before

vehicular networks can be fully deployed, it is pressing to investigate cooperative

vehicular networks for ITS to satisfy the requirement of disseminating data quickly,

reliably and securely in sparse roadside infrastructure, high mobility, and intermit-

tent connectivity conditions, so as to pave ways for the realisation of ITS.

1.2 Research Motivation

1.2.1 Cooperative Communications

The requirement of fast, reliable and secure message dissemination in vehicular

networks has attracted significant attention from both academia and industry to

employ cooperative communications within vehicular networks by enabling vehicles

and infrastructure to cooperate with each other [19]. V2I and V2V communications,

as the two fundamental communication techniques, play critical roles in data dis-

semination in vehicular networks. V2V communications, such as Vehicular Ad-hoc

NETworks (VANETs), are easy to deploy and suitable for real-time communica-

tions between nearby vehicles. However, it is well known that V2V communications

may become unreliable when the number of hops in the communication becomes

large [20]. They may also not be supported and incur a long communication delay

when the vehicular density is low [21, 22]. Thus, infrastructure support in the form

of Road-Side Units (RSUs), Wi-Fi Access Points (APs) or LTE base stations that

provides V2I communications is both essential and beneficial. However, V2I commu-

nications have their own limitations. On one hand, LTE-based V2I communication

is not applicable to a vehicular communication environment at this stage due to the

high handover and collision issues caused by the high mobility of vehicles [23]. On

the other hand, DSRC-based V2I communication may have limited availability, es-

pecially in rural areas and in the initial deployment phase of vehicular networks due

to the high cost of implementation and maintainance of infrastructure [24]. Further-
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more, an individual vehicle’s sojourn time within the coverage of an infrastructure

point may be short due to the high speed of vehicles and the limited coverage of

vehicular communication infrastructure. The aforementioned factors may result in

frequent interruptions in data transmissions, especially when downloading files of

large size from the Internet, e.g., in-car entertainment services. Therefore, V2I and

V2V communications have to co-exist and complement each other, and cooperative

communication strategy should be designed to enable neighbouring vehicles and

infrastructure to communicate cooperatively with each other to promote fast and

efficient data dissemination in vehicular networks.

1.2.2 Vehicular Network Capacity

Capacity is one of the most important performance metrics in vehicular networks,

because it characterizes the feasible data dissemination rate of the network. Inves-

tigating capacity of vehicular networks with infrastructure support assuming the

cooperative communication strategy is both an interesting and a challenging prob-

lem, as the capacity is determined by the inter-play of multiple factors including

V2I communications, V2V communications, density and mobility of vehicles, and

cooperation among vehicles and infrastructure. Since the seminal work of Gupta

and Kumar [25], extensive research on capacity has been conducted [26, 27, 28, 29].

However, the existing work either assumes that the number of vehicles or vehicular

density is sufficiently large and utilizes asymptotic analysis to study the capacity

scaling law, which is only applicable when the number of vehicles or vehicular density

is sufficiently large; or considering the communication capacity (channel through-

put) in the network. This motivates us to focus on an accurate analysis, instead of

the scaling law, of the capacity of vehicular networks with a moderate number of

vehicles or a finite vehicular density where the asymptotic analysis may not apply.
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1.2.3 Vehicular Network Security

Even though vehicular network applications bring numerous benefits to ITS, ac-

companying these benefits is the urgent security issues that need to be paid special

attention [30, 31]. Specifically, considering the vulnerability of wireless commu-

nications, message dissemination in vehicular networks is susceptible to malicious

attacks, e.g., malicious vehicles who may spread false messages [32], tamper or drop

the received messages [33, 34] to disrupt delivery of authentic messages. These at-

tacks could potentially result in catastrophic consequences like traffic congestion,

traffic crashes, even loss of lives, and therefore are significant security threats to

transportation systems that must be thoroughly investigated before vehicular net-

works can be deployed.

Vehicular network security design should guarantee non-repudiation, authentica-

tion, information integrity, and in some specific application scenarios, confidentiality,

to protect the network against attackers [31, 35]. Conventional security mechanisms

largely based on cryptography and key management [36, 37] are dedicated to guaran-

tee authentication to the network against outsider attackers, however are not feasible

in protecting the integrity of disseminated messages when there exist insider attack-

ers who possess valid certificates that can pass the authentication process conducted

by the certification authorities [38, 39].

To keep the network message dissemination robust to insider attackers, the trust-

worthiness of each vehicle and the integrity of their transmitted messages are of great

importance. Different from traditional security settings, in vehicular networks, in-

formation collection and dissemination are conducted by distributed vehicles. Quite

often, information may be generated by or received from a vehicle that has never

been encountered before. Moreover, the associated network topology of vehicular

networks is constantly changing, considering that both V2V and V2I connections
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may emerge opportunistically. These unique characteristics may render the entity-

based trust establishment approach, conducted at each vehicle by monitoring their

instantaneous neighbours’ behaviour, futile in vehicular networks because it is chal-

lenging to maintain a stable reputation value for an unknown and fast-moving ve-

hicle. Furthermore, safety-related vehicular network applications usually require

vehicles make a quick response to the messages [40]. In such cases, determining

the truth-value of the disseminated messages is of more importance than detecting

the malicious vehicles. Therefore, decision algorithms based on data consistency

and integrity checks emerge, e.g., [41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. However, when a vehicle

receives conflicting messages from different paths, it is not straightforward to tell

which message is true if focusing only on the data while ignoring the underlying path

information which describes where these messages come from. Actually, messages

delivered by different paths can be correlated when the underlying paths share some

common nodes. For instance, multiple false messages may result from the same

malicious vehicle shared by multiple paths. Therefore, taking the underlying topo-

logical information into consideration is essential when designing decision algorithms

for vehicles to conduct data consistency checks.

Based on the aforementioned essentiality and challenges in guaranteeing secure

message dissemination in vehicular networks, investigating topological approaches

to secure message dissemination in vehicular networks becomes a significant topic

that is uniquely worthy of investigation.

1.3 Research Objectives and Contributions

From the aforementioned research background and motivation, this thesis focuses

on the following research problems: (1) design cooperative vehicular networks for

ITS to achieve fast and reliable data dissemination; and (2) design cooperative

vehicular networks for ITS to achieve secure message dissemination. In the following
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of this section, the detailed research problems and the corresponding contributions

will be elaborated.

For the first research problem, we consider a typical delay-tolerant application

scenario where there is only one vehicle with a download request from the Internet,

e.g., download a large-size video file. We aim to (1) design a cooperative com-

munication strategy that utilizes V2I communications, V2V communications, and

cooperation among infrastructure and vehicles, as well as mobility of vehicles to

facilitate data transmission in the considered network; and (2) theoretically inves-

tigate the long-term data rate the target vehicle can achieve, i.e., the achievable

throughput, assuming the proposed cooperative communication strategy. The main

contributions regarding this research work are summarized as follows:

i. Propose a novel cooperative communication strategy, which incorporates V2I

communications, V2V communications, mobility of vehicles, and cooperation

among vehicles and infrastructure to facilitate data dissemination in vehicular

networks;

ii. Develop an analytical framework to model and investigate the data dissemina-

tion process assuming the aforementioned cooperative communication strat-

egy, and obtain the closed-form expression of the throughput achieved by the

target vehicle in the network. The achieved result reveals the relationship be-

tween the throughput and its major performance-impacting parameters such

as distance between two neighbouring infrastructure points, radio ranges of in-

frastructure and vehicles, transmission rates of V2I communications and V2V

communications, and density of vehicles. To the best of our knowledge, this is

the first research that accurately analyses the achievable throughput of vehic-

ular networks with a finite vehicular density, as previous works on throughput

of vehicular networks focused on studying the scaling law of the capacity when
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the vehicular density is sufficiently large.

iii. Demonstrate the fact that our proposed cooperative strategy significantly im-

proves the throughput of vehicular networks, by comparing the throughput

achieved assuming our proposed cooperative communication strategy with that

achieved assuming non-cooperative strategy, or assuming existing cooperative

communication strategy in literature.

iv. Shed light on the optimum deployment of vehicular network infrastructure in

terms of the interval distance, and the optimum design of cooperative vehicular

networks for ITS to achieve fast and reliable data dissemination.

The second research problem considered in this thesis is an extension of the first

one. In this problem, we consider a delay-tolerant application scenario with a subset

of vehicles, instead of only one, having download requests from the Internet. Each

vehicle with a download request downloads a distinct large-size file from the Internet,

and other vehicles without download requests assist the delivery of the files to the

target vehicles. By adopting the cooperative communication strategy proposed in

solving the first research problem, we aim to: (1) develop an analytical framework to

model the data dissemination process; and (2) investigate the closed form expression

of the network capacity. Different from the single vehicle scenario described as the

first research problem, when there are multiple vehicles with download requests

in the network, the possible contention and collision among vehicles in vehicular

communications become both an important and challenging issue to study. The

main contributions regarding this research work are summarized as follows:

i. Develop an analytical framework to model and investigate the data dissemi-

nation process assuming the cooperative communication strategy proposed in

the first research problem, and obtain the closed-form expression of the capac-
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ity achieved by the target vehicles, which reveals the relationship between the

capacity and its major performance-impacting parameters;

ii. Demonstrate the fact that our proposed cooperative strategy significantly im-

proves the capacity of vehicular networks, by comparing the capacity of ve-

hicular networks achieved assuming our proposed cooperative communication

strategy with that achieved assuming non-cooperative strategy, or assuming

existing cooperative communication strategy in literature.

iii. Shed light on the optimum deployment of vehicular network infrastructure

in terms of their interval distance, and the optimum design of cooperative

vehicular networks for ITS to achieve fast and reliable data dissemination.

The third research problem considered in this thesis is to protect secure message

dissemination in vehicular networks. We consider the case when vehicular networks

contain insider malicious vehicles that may tamper with the content of messages to

disrupt their successful delivery, and we aim to investigate topology-based decision

algorithms to keep vehicles from being misguided by false messages. To the best of

our knowledge, this is the first work that takes the underlying topology information

into consideration when checking the consistency of messages to protect secure mes-

sage dissemination. The novelty and major contributions of this research work are

summarized as follows:

i. Propose two topology-based message decision algorithms - the optimum deci-

sion algorithm and a heuristic decision algorithm - to cope with the issue of

message inconsistency caused by insider malicious vehicles in the network, so

as to reduce their impact on the message security performance.

ii. The proposed optimum decision algorithm is able to maximize the chance of

making a correct decision on the message content, assuming the prior knowl-
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edge of the percentage of malicious vehicles in the network. The proposed

heuristic decision algorithm is developed, and removes the need to know the

aforementioned percentage of malicious vehicles, which could be difficult to

estimate.

iii. Both of the proposed algorithms outperform existing decision algorithms which

do not consider or only partially consider the topological information. More-

over, the proposed heuristic decision algorithm, which is rather easy to be

implemented in practice, is sufficient to achieve a high security performance.

iv. Shed light on the optimum design of vehicular networks for ITS to achieve

secure message dissemination.

1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 presents a survey of related works,

including cooperative vehicular networks, capacity of vehicular networks and secu-

rity of vehicular networks. Chapter 3 proposes a novel cooperative communication

strategy, and investigates the achievable throughput of vehicular networks when as-

suming there is only one vehicle in the network with a download request. Chapter 4

deals with the scenario that there are multiple vehicles in the network with download

requests, and investigates the capacity of vehicular networks assuming the proposed

cooperative communication strategy. Chapter 5 investigates topological approaches

to protect secure message dissemination in vehicular networks. Two decision al-

gorithms, the optimum decision algorithm and a heuristic decision algorithm, are

proposed. Chapter 6 presents a brief summary of the thesis contents, and gives

recommendation for future works.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter is dedicated to reviewing related works to this thesis, including works

on cooperative vehicular networks, capacity of vehicular networks and security of

vehicular networks.

2.1 Cooperative Vehicular Networks

Extensive work in the literature investigated the performance of vehicular net-

works, measured by the information propagation speed [21], transmission delay

[46, 47, 48], downloaded data volume [49], packet reception rate [50], communication

link quality [51], etc. Among the major techniques to enhance these performance

measures, cooperative vehicular networks, which utilize both cooperations among

vehicles and cooperations among infrastructure points, stand out as a popular and

important technique. In the following, we review works on cooperation among vehi-

cles, cooperation among infrastructure points, and cooperation among both vehicles

and infrastructure points.

2.1.1 Cooperation among Vehicles

The following work investigated cooperative communications among vehicles in

vehicular networks. In [49], Zhou et al. introduced a cooperative communication

strategy using a cluster of vehicles on the highway to cooperatively download the

same file from the infrastructure to enhance the probability of successful download.

In [46], Zhu et al. studied using multiple nearby vehicles to collaboratively down-

load data from an RSU and analysed the average download time using network
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coding techniques. In [50], Das et al. introduced a coalitional graph game to model

cooperative message sharing among vehicles in vehicular networks and proposed

a coalition formation algorithm to improve the packet reception rate and reduce

transmission delay. In [52], Yan et al. developed a theoretical model to analyse the

achievable channel data rate of VANETs for cooperative mobile content dissemina-

tion, also assisted by network coding techniques. They focused on the transmission

throughput, i.e., the channel data rate in MAC layer. Li et al. [53] proposed a

push-based popular content distribution scheme for vehicular networks, where large

files are broadcast proactively from a few infrastructure points to vehicles inside an

area of interest and further disseminated cooperatively among vehicles using V2V

communications. In [54], Wang et al. introduced a coalitional graph game to model

the cooperations among vehicles and proposed a coalition formation algorithm to

implement the cooperation between vehicles for popular content distribution. In

[55], Liu et al. utilized the location information of each vehicle and cooperation

among vehicles to maximize the number of vehicles that successfully retrieve their

requested data in vehicular networks.

2.1.2 Cooperation among Infrastructure Points

Infrastructure support plays a significant role in vehicular networks. Recent

studies show that by adding a number of infrastructure points in a wireless (vehic-

ular) network, the network performance will be improved. Specifically, in [26], Dai

et al. showed that the capacity will be significantly improved and the delay will

be reduced by utilizing infrastructure support compared to that without utilizing

infrastructure. In [22], Reis et al. showed that significant benefits of RSUs in terms

of connectivity and message dissemination will be achieved when the deployed RSUs

are interconnected. In [56], Liu et al. applied V2X communication environments

with infrastructure support to improve bandwidth efficiency and enhance data ser-
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vice performance.

Besides utilizing isolated infrastructure points, cooperation among infrastruc-

ture points is able to further improve network performance. Cooperation among

infrastructure points can be achieved by caching different files or different parts of a

file in different infrastructure points to help moving vehicles to download from the

Internet. In [57], to fully utilize the wireless bandwidth provided by APs, Zhang

and Yeo proposed a cooperative content distribution system for vehicles by using

cooperative APs to distribute contents to moving vehicles. More specifically, by

prefetching different data into the selected APs, vehicles can obtain the complete

data from those selected APs when travelling through their coverage areas. In [58],

Li et al. proposed a heuristic content distribution algorithm that caches data in dif-

ferent infrastructure points, to maximize the downloaded data size. In [59] and [60],

the authors utilized cooperative infrastructure points in vehicular networks to max-

imize the success probability of download, utilizing a greedy algorithm and integer

linear programming optimization respectively.

2.1.3 Cooperation among Both Vehicles and Infrastructure Points

Studies considering both vehicular cooperation and infrastructure cooperation

are comparatively scarce. By exploring cooperation among vehicles and inter-

connected infrastructure points, Mershad et al. [61] designed an optimum routing

algorithm to reduce end-to-end delay for delivering a packet from a source to its

destination. In [62], Si et al. designed an optimum distributed data hopping mech-

anism to enable delay-tolerant data routing over a vehicular network. In [63], Wang

et al. proposed a scheme that utilizes moving vehicles to serve as relays to assist

data dissemination to a target vehicle, and the relay selection is conducted by the

cooperative infrastructure points. They focus on reducing the transmission outage

of the target vehicle.
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2.2 Capacity of Vehicular Networks

Capacity is one of the most important performance metrics in vehicular net-

works, as it characterizes the feasible data dissemination rate of the network. Since

the seminal work of Gupta and Kumar [25], extensive research on capacity has been

conducted, e.g., [26, 29, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68]. Particularly, Gupta and Kumar [25]

showed that the maximum throughput of static wireless networks is Θ( 1√
n
) with n

being the number of nodes in the network. In [66], Franceschetti et al. considered

essentially the same random network as that in [25] except that nodes are now al-

lowed to use two different transmission ranges. The link capacity is determined by

the associated SINR through the Shannon–Hartley theorem. It was shown in [66]

that the transport capacity and the per-node throughput can also reach Θ(n) and

Θ( 1√
n
) respectively even when nodes are randomly deployed. In [64], Grossglauser

and Tse showed that by leveraging on the nodes’ mobility, a per-node throughput

of Θ(1) can be achieved at the expense of unbounded delay. Their work sparked

tremendous interest in studying the capacity-delay tradeoffs in mobile networks as-

suming various mobility models and the obtained results often vary greatly with the

different mobility models being considered, e.g., [69, 70, 71] and references therein.

In [29], Mao et al. presented a simple relationship to estimate the capacity of both

static and mobile networks, and developed a generic methodology for analyzing the

network capacity that is applicable to a variety of different scenarios.

Focusing on the capacity of vehicular networks, Lu et al. [71] presented a com-

prehensive overview of capacity-delay trade-offs under a variety of mobility models

and scaling laws for hybrid wireless networks. In addition, they introduced recent

progress in throughput capacity of emerging vehicular networks. In [27], Wang et al.

studied urban vehicular networks with uniformly distributed RSUs and analyzed the

asymptotic uplink throughput scaling law when the total number of vehicles is suf-
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ficiently large. In [28], Huang et al. introduced an Euclidean planar graph and used

a practical geometric structure to study the asymptotic capacity of urban Vehicular

Ad-Hoc NETworks (VANETs). In [72], Ni et al. proposed an interference-based

capacity analysis for the abstracted 1-dimensional VANETs scenario assuming the

classic Car-Following model to represent the dynamic change of the inter-vehicle

distance. In [73], Yang. et al. studied both broadcast and unicast communication

throughput of VANETs under various conditions in vehicular traffic and wireless

communications, including traffic density, market penetration rates of equipped ve-

hicles, percentages of senders, transmission ranges, and interference ratios. They

defined and derived formulas for computing broadcast and unicast throughput of

VANETs along either discrete or continuous traffic streams.

2.3 Security of Vehicular Networks

To protect secure message dissemination in vehicular networks against insider

malicious vehicles, the trustworthiness of each vehicle and the integrity of each

transmitted message are two major factors which need to be considered. Accord-

ingly, three misbehaviour detection schemes are commonly adopted to help prevent

the disseminated messages from being tampered with: entity-centric misbehaviour

detection scheme, data-centric misbehaviour detection scheme, and a combined use

of both. In the following, we will review works on these three schemes separately.

Entity-centric misbehaviour detection schemes are commonly conducted at each

vehicle by monitoring their instantaneous neighbours’ behavior to assess their trust-

worthiness level, so as to filter out malicious vehicles. In [74], Gazdar et al. proposed

a dynamic and distributed trust model based on the use of a Markov chain to eval-

uate the evolution of each vehicle’s trust value. In [75], Ahmed et al. proposed a

trust framework to identify malicious nodes in the network by evaluating the trust

value of each vehicle, where the trust includes node trust and recommendation trust.
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In [76], motivated by the job market signalling model, Haddadou et al. proposed a

distributed trust model for VANETs that is able to gradually detect all malicious

nodes as well as boosting the cooperation of selfish nodes. In [77], Sedjelmaci et

al. proposed a lightweight intrusion detection framework with the help of a clus-

tering algorithm to overcome the challenges of intermittent and ad hoc monitoring

and assessment processes caused by the high mobility and rapid topology change in

vehicular networks.

Data-centric misbehaviour detection schemes focus on the consistency check of

the disseminated data to filter out false data. In [41], Dietzel et al. indicated that

redundant data forwarding paths are the most promising technique for effective

data consistency check in a multi-hop information dissemination environment, and

proposed three graph-theoretic metrics to measure the redundancy of dissemination

protocols. In [42], Raya et al. proposed a framework for vehicular networks to estab-

lish data-centric trust, and evaluated the effectiveness of four data fusion rules. In

[43], Huang et al. firstly demonstrated that information cascading and oversampling

adversely affect the performance of trust management schemes in VANETs, and then

proposed a novel voting scheme that takes the distance between the transmitter and

receiver into account when assigning weight to the trust level of the received data.

In [44], Zaidi et al. proposed a rogue node detection system for VANETs utilizing

statistical techniques to determine whether the received data is authentic. In [45],

Radak et al. applied a so-called cautious operator to deal with data received from

different sources to detect dangerous events on the road. Their adopted cautious

operator is an extension of the Demper-Shafer theory that is known to be superior

in handling data coming from dependent sources.

A combined use of entity-centric and data-centric misbehaviour detection scheme

makes use of both the trust level of vehicles and the consistency of received data

to detect misbehaving vehicles and filter out incorrect messages. Works adopting
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the combined scheme are limited. In [78], Dhurandher et al. proposed a secu-

rity algorithm using both node reputation and data plausibility checks to protect

the network against attacks. The node reputation value is obtained by both direct

monitoring and indirect recommendation from neighbours; and the data consistency

check is conducted by comparing the received data with the sensed data by the ve-

hicle’s own sensors. In [79], Li et al. proposed an attack-resistant trust management

scheme to evaluate the trustworthiness of both data and vehicles in VANETs. They

adopted the Dempster-Shafer theory to combine the data received from different

sources, and then used this combined result to update the trust value of vehicles.

In summary, all the above works on protecting vehicular networks from insider

attackers either focused on node trust model establishment and management to

detect misbehaving nodes in the network, or focused on methods to assess data

from different sources to check their consistency, but did not take the underlying

network topological information into consideration. Our work on network security

distinguishes from theirs in that we focus on the received data itself, and utilize

the underlying network topology information to design the decision algorithms for

vehicles to check data consistency so as to maximally protect the authenticity of the

disseminated messages.
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Chapter 3

Throughput of Cooperative Vehicular Networks

with Infrastructure Support: Single-user Case

In this chapter, we consider a scenario where there is a vehicle of interest (VoI)

wanting to download a large-size file, e.g., a video, from the Internet, and all the

other vehicles (termed helpers) assist its download using a cooperative communica-

tion strategy. The strategy explores the combined use of V2I communication, V2V

communication, the mobility of vehicles and cooperation among vehicles and infras-

tructure to facilitate data transmission. The scenario being considered corresponds

to the category of delay-tolerant applications. A detailed analysis for the achievable

throughput was presented assuming the proposed cooperative communication strat-

egy and the closed-form expression of achievable throughput (or its upper and lower

bound) was obtained in three different regimes we classified in our analysis based

on the relationship between the data rates of V2I communications, V2V communi-

cations, and the speeds of vehicles. Numerical and simulation results show that the

proposed cooperative strategy can significantly improve the achievable throughput

of vehicular networks even when traffic density is comparatively low.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 introduces the system

model, the proposed cooperative communication strategy and the problem forma-

tion. Theoretical analysis of the data dissemination process and the achievable

throughput are provided in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 validates the analytical results

using simulations and discuss the impact of major performance-impacting parame-

ters. Section 3.4 summarizes this chapter.
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3.1 System Model and Problem Formation

In this section, we introduce the system model and assumptions used in the

analysis, and also give a rigorous definition of the problem studied in the chapter.

3.1.1 Network Model

We consider a highway with bi-directional traffic flows. The highway is modeled

by an infinite line with roadside infrastructure, e.g., RSUs, Wi-Fi APs or LTE

base stations, regularly deployed with equal distance d. The width of a lane is

typically small compared with the transmission range of vehicles. Therefore, we

ignore the road width and model multiple lanes in the same direction as one lane

[80, 81, 82]. We further assume that all infrastructure points are connected to the

Internet through wired or wireless backbone with much larger capacity than the

vehicular network.

We adopt a widely used traffic model in highways [22, 82, 83], such that in

each direction (eastbound and westbound), the distribution of vehicles follows a

homogeneous Poisson process with densities ρ1 and ρ2 respectively. It follows that

the inter-vehicle distances in each direction are exponentially distributed. This

exponential inter-vehicle spacing distribution has been supported by some empirical

study that shows it can accurately characterize the real traffic distribution when

the traffic density is low or medium [82]. Besides, vehicles in each direction travel

at the same constant speed of v1 and v2 respectively [22, 82, 84]. In real networks,

individual vehicular speed may deviate from the mean speed, for example, described

by a Gaussian speed model [21, 85]. However, such deviations, which result in vehicle

overtaking, have only a minor impact on the throughput being studied as shown later

in our simulation. The system model is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 : An illustration of the system model for a bi-directional highway with

infrastructure regularly deployed with equal distance d: single-user case.

3.1.2 Wireless Communication Model

Both V2I and V2V communications are considered. All infrastructure points

have the same radio range, denoted by rI ; and all vehicles have the same radio

range, denoted by r0 where rI > r0, which reflects the fact that infrastructure

typically has stronger communication capabilities. A pair of vehicles (or vehicle and

infrastructure) can directly connect with each other if and only if (iff) their Euclidean

distance is not larger than the radio range r0 (or rI) [47, 86]. This adopted unit

disk model has been extensively used in the field [22, 81, 86, 87]. It grossly captures

the fact that wireless communications only occur between nearby devices, namely,

the closer two devices become, the easier (with higher probability) it is for them to

establish a connection. This simplification allows us to omit physical layer details

and focus on the topological impact of vehicular networks on the throughput, which

is the main performance determining factor. We will show later in the simulation

that the unit disk model assumption has little impact on the throughput.

We consider that each vehicle has a single antenna so that they can not transmit

and receive at the same time [26, 54]. The antenna is omnidirectional so that the

signal transmitted by a vehicle is able to reach all the potential receivers within
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its coverage. Besides, we adopt unicast transmission such that each infrastructure

(or vehicle) can only transmit information to one vehicle at a time. Both unicast

and broadcast are important in vehicular networks [88]. For some safety-related

applications, e.g., disseminating a message about an accident on the road, or when

some vehicles request common content, it is better to use broadcast (or multicast)

to inform as many vehicles as possible. In addition to broadcast, unicast is also

important and commonly adopted in vehicular networks to transmit data from a

single source to a single destination [46, 89]. The scenario being considered in this

chapter corresponds to a unicast scenario. Furthermore, it has been shown in [25]

that whether the infrastructure transmits to one vehicle at a time, or divides its

bandwidth among multiple users and transmits to multiple users at the same time,

does not affect throughput calculation. Therefore, the unicast scheme we considered

is immaterial to our analysis. In addition, as the major focus of this work is to

investigate the impact of the topological aspects of the vehicular network on the

achievable throughput, similar as [47, 82, 90], we ignore the packet loss issue. We

refer readers to [91, 92] for relevant work on packet loss.

For the interference model, we assume that V2I and V2V communications are

allocated different channels so that there is no mutual interference between them.

In addition, we adopt the widely used Protocol Interference Model [93] where a

transmitter cannot transmit if there are other transmitters transmitting within its

interference range. In our work, the inter-infrastructure distance is large so that in-

frastructure can transmit simultaneously without causing any mutual interference.

For the V2V communications, noting that the VoI is the only receiver of V2V com-

munications, therefore, under the Protocol Interference Model, there will at most

one transmitter transmitting its data to the VoI at a randomly chosen time instant,

which implies that there will be no interference caused by other simultaneous trans-

mitters. Our work assuming the Protocol Interference Model can be readily extended
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to another widely used Physical Interference Model (also known as the Signal-to-

Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) Model) because it has been established in [93]

that any spatio-temporal scheduling satisfying the Protocol Interference Model can

also meet the requirement of the corresponding Physical Interference Model when

some parameters, like the interference range, transmission power and the SINR

threshold are appropriately selected. Furthermore, the MAC protocol associated

with the Protocol Interference Model is the Carrier-Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)

scheme. As we consider a single VoI only in this work, collisions, which are major

concerns of the MAC protocol, have little impact on the achievable throughput of

the VoI.

We assume V2I and V2V communicate at a constant data rate wI and wV re-

spectively [25, 29, 64]. For time-varying channels, the values of wI and wV can be

replaced by the respective time-averaged data rate of V2I and V2V communications

and our analysis still applies. Indeed, analysis later in this chapter will show that

depending on the relationship between wI , wV and the speeds of vehicles in both

directions, the system can be classified into three regimes: one regime where the

throughput is mainly limited by the data rate of V2I communications, i.e., wI ; one

regime where the throughput is mainly restrained by the data rate of V2V commu-

nications, wV ; and another regime where the throughput is determined both by the

data rate of V2I communications, wI , and the data rate of V2V communications,

wV . In the meantime, only one-hop communications are considered. This can be

explained by the fact that in the specific scenario being considered, there is only

one vehicle with a download request (VoI), all other vehicles (helpers) assist the

VoI to receive more data. Any new data in the vehicular network must come from

the infrastructure. Therefore, allowing multi-hop V2V communications between the

VoI and helpers, i.e., allowing V2V communications between helpers, only helps to

balance the distribution of information among helpers but do not increase the net
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amount of information available in the network. Moreover, even though allowing

more than one hop communication between the VoI and infrastructure is beneficial

to the VoI’s data downloading because it allows the VoI having longer connection

time with the infrastructure, the improvement is expected to be marginal, especially

when the traffic density is small, which has been verified by our simulation result as

shown later.

3.1.3 Cooperative Communication Strategy

Now we introduce the cooperative communication strategy considered in this

chapter. In particular, we consider a scenario where a VoI wants to download a

large file, e.g., a video, from a remote server, and analyze the throughput that can

be achieved by the VoI via a combined use of V2I communications, V2V communi-

cations, vehicular mobility and cooperations among vehicles and infrastructure.

The scenario being considered corresponds to a vehicular network where only a

small number of vehicles have requests for large-file downloads. Another scenario

that has been widely considered in the literature, commonly known as the saturated

traffic scenario, considers that all vehicles have requests for download. The satu-

rated traffic scenario is often used in analysing the capacity of the network [29, 64].

We point out that for the particular problem being considered, i.e., downloading

a large file from a remote server, the saturated traffic scenario constitutes a trivial

case and offer the following intuitive explanation for that. Note that when down-

loading files from a remote server, the new information (e.g., parts of the files) must

come from the infrastructure points. V2V communications only help to balance the

distribution of information among vehicles and do not increase the net amount of

information available in the system. Therefore, when all vehicles have download

requests, it can be easily established that the optimum strategy that maximizes the

capacity is for each vehicle to download its requested file directly from the infras-
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tructure. When only a single vehicle or a small number of vehicles have download

requests, the situation becomes more intriguing. In this situation, other vehicles

may help to retrieve information from the infrastructure when these vehicles enter

into the coverage of their respective infrastructure points and then deliver the infor-

mation to the VoI(s) outside the coverage of the infrastructure. In this way, the net

amount of new information available in the system is boosted, therefore increasing

the throughput (capacity) of the VoI(s).

As mentioned in the beginning of this subsection, the VoI wants to download a

large file from the remote server. This requested large file may be first split into

multiple pieces and transmitted to different infrastructure points so that each in-

frastructure point has a different piece of data, which enables cooperation among

infrastructure. Data delivered to an infrastructure point may be further split and

transmitted to either the VoI or helpers when they move into its coverage, so that

helpers have different pieces of data from each other and from the VoI. Data received

by the helpers will be transmitted to the VoI when they encounter the VoI, which

exploits the mobility of vehicles and V2V communications to achieve vehicular co-

operation. Since vehicles in the same direction move at the same constant speed,

the inter-vehicle distances in the same lane remain the same at any time instant.

This follows that vehicles in the same direction of the VoI can only offer limited

help to the VoI because only vehicles within the coverage of the VoI can offer help.

Therefore, in this work, we only consider vehicles in the opposite direction of the

VoI that will receive data from infrastructure and can transmit the received data to

the VoI as helpers.

To present the cooperative communication strategy, it suffices to consider two

consecutive infrastructure points along the travel direction of the VoI collaborating

to deliver data. We denote the nearest infrastructure point along the travel direction

of the VoI by I1 and the second nearest one by I2. When the VoI is in the coverage
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of I1, it receives data directly from I1. In the meantime, the helpers may also

receive different pieces of data from I2 when they move through the coverage of

I2. When the VoI moves outside the coverage of I1, it may continue to receive

data from helpers using V2V communications. Of course, when the VoI moves

along its direction, the two infrastructure points participating in the cooperative

communication are also updated. In this way, V2I communications between the

VoI and infrastructure, between helpers and their respective infrastructure points,

V2V communications between the VoI and helpers, as well as vehicular mobility

are coherently combined to maximize the throughput of the VoI. In our considered

network scenario, V2I communications by both the VoI and helpers are essential to

retrieve data from the infrastructure. V2V communications only help to assist the

VoI to retrieve more data from the Internet and deliver the data retrieved by helpers

to the VoI. V2V communications can not increase the net amount of data in the

network. Furthermore, we consider that some practical issues like out of sequence

data delivery can be handled by techniques such as network coding (e.g., [94]) so

that we can focus on the main theme of the work without the need for considering

their impacts.

3.1.4 Problem Formation

Now we give a formal definition of the throughput studied in this chapter. Con-

sider an arbitrarily chosen time interval [0, t] and denote the amount of data re-

ceived by the VoI as D(t), which includes data received from both infrastructure

and helpers. In this work, we are interested in finding the long-term achievable

throughput of the VoI, using our cooperative communication strategy, where the

long-term throughput, denoted by η, is formally defined as follows:

η = lim
t→∞

D(t)

t
. (3.1)

Without loss of generality, we assume that the VoI travels at speed v1, and
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the helpers travel at speed v2 and have vehicular density ρ2. We define the time

interval starting from the time instant when the VoI enters into the coverage of one

infrastructure point to the time instant when the VoI enters into the coverage of

the next infrastructure point as one cycle. By using cycles as the basic blocks, the

entire data receiving process of the VoI can be modelled by a renewal reward process

[95]. Each cycle in the renewal reward process consists of one V2I communication

process, followed by a V2V communication process, and the reward is the amount

of data received by the VoI during each cycle. This follows that the throughput can

be calculated as follows:

η = lim
t→∞

D(t)

t
=

E[DI ] + E[DV ]

E[T ]
, (3.2)

where E[DI ] and E[DV ] are respectively the expected amount of data received by

the VoI during the V2I communication process and the V2V communication process

in one cycle, and E[T ] is the expected time of one cycle, which can be calculated

as E[T ] = d
v1

. Since when the VoI is covered by an infrastructure point, it will only

use V2I communication, E[DI ] can be readily obtained as follows:

E[DI ] =
2rIwI

v1
. (3.3)

Using (3.2) and (3.3), the problem of calculating the achievable throughput by

the VoI can be transformed into the problem of calculating the expected amount

of data that can be received by the VoI from V2V communications in one cycle.

Without loss of generality, we call the two infrastructure points I1 and I2 respec-

tively as defined earlier. Because of the unicast transmission model we adopt, during

V2V communications between the VoI and helpers, the amount of data two adjacent

helpers can deliver to the VoI become correlated when their inter-vehicle distance

is smaller than 2r0. Meanwhile, the amount of delivered data is further limited

by the amount of data each helper receives from I2, which can also be correlated
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because during helpers’ V2I communications, the amount of data received by adja-

cent helpers become correlated when their inter-vehicle distance is smaller than 2rI .

This complicated correlation structure is quite intricate for statistical analysis. In

this work, we handle the challenge by formulating the V2V data delivering process

in one cycle as a constrained optimization problem, with the goal of obtaining the

maximum amount of data received by the VoI from helpers and finding the corre-

sponding scheduling scheme, which includes a V2I transmission scheme for helpers

and a V2V transmission scheme, to reach this maximum value. In the following, we

will show the formation of the constrained optimization problem.

Denote by n the number of helpers encountered by the VoI during a cycle and n

is a Poissonly distributed random integer. Denote by V1 the first helper encountered

by the VoI when the VoI moves outside the coverage of I1, by V2 the second helper,

and so on. Denote the distance between two consecutive helpers Vi and Vi+1 by

li, i = 1, ...n − 1. See Fig. 3.2 for an illustration. Furthermore, denote by Di the

amount of data received by helper Vi from I2, and denote by Yi the amount of data

delivered by Vi to the VoI. We first consider the situation that n is a fixed integer

and li, i = 1, ...n − 1 are known values, i.e., corresponding to a specific instance of

these random values, and then extend to consider the more general situation that n

and li, i = 1, ...n− 1 are random values.

Figure 3.2 : An illustration of helpers encountered by the VoI during one V2V

communication cycle and their interval distance.
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Without considering the boundary case, caused by helpers located near the bor-

ders of the coverage area of infrastructure points, the problem of finding the maxi-

mum amount of data received by the VoI from V2V communications in one cycle,

given n and li, i = 1, ...n− 1, can be formulated as the following optimization prob-

lem. We will show later in the simulation that the boundary case has negligible im-

pact on the achievable throughput as we are focusing on the long-term throughput.

The optimization is taken over the set of all possible scheduling schemes. Without

causing any confusion, we drop the notation for the set of all possible scheduling

schemes to have a simpler expression.

max
n∑

i=1

Yi (3.4)

s.t.0 ≤ Di ≤ 2rI
v2

wI , i = 1, 2, ...n (3.5)

k2∑
i=k1

Di ≤
∑k2−1

i=k1
min {li, 2rI} + 2rI

v2
wI , 1 ≤ k1 ≤ k2 ≤ n (3.6)

0 ≤ Yi ≤ 2r0
v1 + v2

wV , i = 1, 2, ...n (3.7)

Yi ≤ Di, i = 1, 2, ...n (3.8)

k2∑
i=k1

Yi ≤
∑k2−1

i=k1
min {li, 2r0} + 2r0

v1 + v2
wV , 1 ≤ k1 ≤ k2 ≤ n (3.9)

In the above optimization problem,
∑n

i=1 Yi is the total amount of data received

by the VoI from helpers during one cycle. Constraint (3.5) gives the maximum and

the minimum amount of data received by each helper from infrastructure point I2.

Constraint (3.6) gives an upper bound on the amount of data that any k2 − k1 + 1

consecutive helpers can receive from I2, where the term
∑k2−1

i=k1
min{li,2rI}+2rI

v2
gives the

total amount of time these k2 − k1 + 1 consecutive helpers can receive data from

I2. Particularly, due to the randomness of vehicle distributions, it may happen that

there exists a void region of larger than 2rI , which has no vehicle (helper). When

the void region occurs, helpers may not be able to receive data continuously from
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I2. Therefore, all two constraints (3.5) and (3.6) must be considered to completely

describe the V2I communication between I2 and helpers. Constraint (3.6) also cap-

tures the correlation that may occur during the data receiving process of adjacent

helpers, which has been explained earlier. Similarly, constraint (3.7) gives the max-

imum and minimum amount of data that can be received by the VoI from each

helper. Constraint (3.8) implies that the amount of data each helper can deliver to

the VoI cannot exceed the data it receives from I2. Constraint (3.9) gives the upper

bound of the amount of data the VoI can receive from any k2 − k1 + 1 consecutive

helpers.

3.2 Analysis of V2V Communication Process and Achiev-

able Throughput

The data received by the VoI, whether through V2I communications directly

from the infrastructure or through V2V communications from helpers, ultimately

comes from the infrastructure. Intuitively, as we increase the data rate of V2I com-

munications, wI , from a very small value while keeping other parameters constant,

initially the throughput will be limited by the data rate of V2I communications.

We call this regime the Infrastructure-Limited Regime. As we further increase the

value of wI , we will reach a Transitional Regime where both the data rate of V2I

communications and the data rate of V2V communications play major roles in de-

termining the throughput of the VoI. If we increase the value of wI further to a very

large value, V2I communications will no longer be a bottleneck in determining the

throughput of the VoI. Instead, the data rate of V2V communication, wV , becomes

the determining factor of the VoI throughput. We call this regime the V2V-Limited

Regime.

It is evident from the optimization problem (3.4) that the amount of data received

from V2V communications by the VoI given fixed n and li, i = 1, ...n,
∑n

i=1 Yi,
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satisfies:
n∑

i=1

Yi ≤ min{DV u1, DV u2} (3.10)

where DV u1 =
∑n−1

i=1 min{li,2rI}+2rI
v2

wI comes from a combination of constraints (3.6)

and (3.8), representing the maximum amount of data all helpers can receive from

infrastructure; and DV u2 =
∑n−1

i=1 min{li,2r0}+2r0
v1+v2

wV comes from constraint (3.9), rep-

resenting the maximum amount of data all helpers can deliver to the VoI through

V2V communications without considering the limitation of the amount of data they

receive. When 0 < wI ≤ r0wV v2
rI(v1+v2)

, we have DV u1 ≤ DV u2, which implies that the

amount of data the VoI can receive from helpers is limited by the the amount of

data helpers can receive through their V2I communications, thus limited by wI .

Thus, we define the Infrastructure-Limited Regime: 0 < wI ≤ r0wV v2
rI(v1+v2)

. Similarly,

when wI ≥ wV v2
v1+v2

, we have DV u1 > DV u2, which implies that the amount of data

the VoI can receive from helpers is limited by the amount of data the helpers can

deliver through V2V communications, thus limited by wV . Therefore, we define the

V2V-Limited Regime: wI ≥ wV v2
v1+v2

. The rest of the region forms the Transitional

Regime: r0wV v2
rI(v1+v2)

< wI <
wV v2
v1+v2

.

In the following subsections, we analyse the achievable throughput by the VoI

under each regime separately.

3.2.1 Infrastructure-Limited Regime

In this subsection, we first analyze the maximum amount of data that can be

received from helpers by the VoI in one cycle by solving the optimization problem

(3.4), and find the corresponding scheduling scheme to achieve this maximum solu-

tion given fixed n and li, i = 1, ...n − 1 . Then, we extend to consider that n and

li, i = 1, ...n− 1 are random values, corresponding the Poisson distribution of vehi-

cles, and analyse the achievable throughput under the obtained optimal scheduling

scheme.
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The following theorem summarizes the major result of V2V communication pro-

cess analysis.

Theorem 3.1. In the Infrastructure-Limited regime, given fixed n and li, i = 1, 2, ...n−
1, the maximum amount of data the VoI can receive from all n helpers in one cycle

is given by (
n∑

i=1

Yi

)∗

1

=

∑n−1
i=1 min{li, 2rI} + 2rI

v2
wI (3.11)

where (
∑n

i=1 Yi)
∗
1
is the respective

∑n
i=1 Yi associated with its optimum value and we

use the subscript 1 to mark the Infrastructure-Limited regime and superscript ∗ to

mark the optimum value.

Furthermore, there exists a V2I transmission scheme for helpers and a V2V

transmission scheme to reach the above maximum amount of received data for the

VoI, satisfying: ⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
Y ∗
1i = D∗

1i = min{li,2rI}
v2

wI , i = 1, 2, ...n− 1

Y ∗
1n = D∗

1n = 2rI
v2
wI

(3.12)

where D∗
1i and Y ∗

1i, i = 1, ..., n are the respective Di and Yi, i = 1, ..., n associated

with the optimum solution.

Proof. In the Infrastructure-Limited regime, with conditions wI ≤ r0wV v2
rI(v1+v2)

and

rI > r0, we have 2rI
v2
wI ≤ 2r0

v1+v2
wV and min{li,2rI}

v2
wI ≤ min{li,2r0}

v1+v2
wV , i = 1, ...n− 1. It

follows that:

∑n−1
i=1 min{li, 2rI} + 2rI

v2
wI ≤

∑n−1
i=1 min{li, 2r0} + 2r0

v1 + v2
wV (3.13)

The above equation implies that in the optimization problem (3.4), constraint (3.7)

is redundant and constraint (3.9) can be replaced with a tighter constraint after

merging the two constraints (3.6) and (3.8). The new constraints for the optimiza-
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tion problem (3.4) under Infrastructure-Limited regime are shown as follows:

0 ≤ Yi ≤ Di ≤ 2rI
v2

wI , i = 1, 2, ...n (3.14)

k2∑
i=k1

Yi ≤
k2∑

i=k1

Di ≤
∑k2−1

i=k1
min {li, 2rI} + 2rI

v2
wI , 1 ≤ k1 ≤ k2 ≤ n (3.15)

Constraint (3.15) indicates that an upper bound of
∑n

i=1 Yi can be expressed by
∑n−1

i=1 min{li,2rI}+2rI
v2

wI . In the following, we will show that this upper bound is exactly

the optimum solution of
∑n

i=1 Yi in the Infrastructure-Limited regime and can be

reached under some scheduling scheme.

Noting that the upper bound of
∑n

i=1 Yi ,
∑n−1

i=1 min{li,2rI}+2rI
v2

wI , is the sum of n

separate components, with each component smaller than or equal to 2rI
v2
wI . There-

fore, when each Yi is equal to Di, and is further equal to the corresponding com-

ponent forming
∑n−1

i=1 min{li,2rI}+2rI
v2

wI , i.e., when each Yi and each Di, i = 1, ...n are

given by (3.12), the value of
∑n

i=1 Yi will reach its upper bound
∑n−1

i=1 min{li,2rI}+2rI
v2

wI

while satisfying the constraints in the optimization problem (3.4). This leads to the

expression of (3.11).

It remains to demonstrate that there exists a scheduling scheme to reach this

optimum solution specified in (3.11). To this end, we show that (3.12) readily leads

to the design of an optimal transmission scheme. Specifically, a scheduling scheme

which schedules both V2I and V2V transmissions on a first-in-first-out (FIFO) ba-

sis can achieve the optimum solution (3.11). We acknowledge that the optimum

scheduling algorithm that achieves the optimum solution (3.11) may not be unique.

When other performance metrics are considered, e.g., delay, the earliest deadline first

scheme may have better delay performance while achieving the same throughput.

Particularly, in the FIFO scheduling scheme, each helper starts its V2I communi-

cation once it enters the coverage of infrastructure point I2 and there is no other

helper preceding it communicating with the infrastructure point I2, and stops when

the helper leaves the coverage of the infrastructure point I2, which lead to that each
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helper will receive an amount of data shown as each D∗
1i, i = 1, 2, ...n in Eq. (3.12).

Similarly, for V2V communications, the VoI receives data from each helper one by

one when there exists at least one helper within its coverage on a FIFO basis. Once

a helper starts to deliver its data to the VoI, it will stop until it has transmitted all

its data to the VoI or when it leaves the coverage of the VoI, which leads to the case

that the data the VoI receives from each helper is shown as each Y ∗
1i, , i = 1, 2, ...n

in Eq. (3.12). Noting that Eq. (3.12) leads to the optimum solution (3.11), it

can be readily established that the aforementioned scheduling scheme achieves the

maximum amount of received data for the VoI specified in (3.11).

Remark 3.1. Note that (3.11) and the corresponding scheduling scheme that satis-

fies (3.12) are valid for any value of n and the corresponding li, i = 1, ...n− 1.

On the basis of Theorem 3.1, we now analyse the achievable throughput by the

VoI considering that both n and the corresponding li, i = 1, ...n − 1 are random

values. A brute force approach of computing the achievable throughput will first

consider that n is a Poisson random variable, then conditioned on each value of

n (noting that conditional on a specific instance of n, helpers become uniformly

distributed and hence lis, i = 1, ...n − 1, become correlated), evaluate the joint

distribution of the random variables min {li, 2rI}, i = 1, ...n−1, and finally transform

the conditional value into an unconditional one using the total probability theorem

and the Poisson distribution of n. This will result in a very complicated analysis.

In the following, we use simpler techniques by resorting to the concept of clusters,

defined later in the text, to analyse the achievable throughput.

We designate the time instant when the VoI leaves the coverage of I1 as t = 0

and define its moving direction as the positive (right) direction of the coordinate

system. Furthermore, we define the point to the right of I1 and at a distance rI − r0

to I1 as the origin of the coordinate system. It follows from the above that the time
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instant when the VoI enters into I2’s coverage will be t1 = d−2rI
v1

. Noting that the

relative speed of the VoI to the helpers travelling in the opposite direction is v1 +v2,

therefore the relative distance travelled by the VoI, relative to the helpers in the

opposite direction which all travel at the same constant speed of v2 during [0, t1], is

given by (d−2rI)
v1

(v1 + v2). The random number of helpers encountered by the VoI,

who may deliver data to the VoI, during [0, t1], is determined by the parameter s:

s =
(d− 2rI)(v1 + v2)

v1
+ r0, (3.16)

where the r0 term is due to the consideration that when the VoI exits the coverage

of I1 and is located at coordinate r0 (and at time instant t = 0), the helper(s) to

the left of the VoI and within a distance r0 to the VoI may possibly deliver data to

the VoI too. Thus, all helpers in the opposite direction that the VoI may encounter

during its V2V communication process in one cycle are within road segment [0, s].

As explained in the beginning of this subsection, we use the concept of clusters to

simplify our analysis. A cluster is defined as a maximal set of helpers located within

road segment [0, s] and the distance between any two adjacent helpers is smaller than

or equal to 2rI . Forming clusters in this way allows us to remove the complexity

associated with the computation of the joint distribution of min {li, 2rI} , i = 1, ...n−
1 because within each cluster, we have min {li, 2rI} = li, i = 1, 2, .... For each cluster,

we only need to focus on the length of the cluster rather than the individual inter-

vehicle distances. There may be multiple clusters within road segment [0, s] and a

cluster may contain a single vehicle only. Denote the coordinate of the first helper

that can transmit data to the VoI since t = 0 by l0. Due to the memoryless property

of the exponential distribution of inter-vehicle distances, l0 has the same exponential

distribution as other lis, i = 1, ...n − 1 and the starting position of a vehicle in a

cluster does not affect the distribution of the length of the cluster. Denote by K1

the random non-negative integer representing the number of clusters the VoI will

encounter in one cycle. Furthermore, denote by L
(1)
j , j = 1, ..., K1, the length of
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each cluster, which are identically and independently distributed (i.i.d), and by

g
(1)
j , j = 1, ...K1 the length of each gap between two adjacent clusters, which are

also i.i.d. See Fig. 3.3 for an illustration.

Figure 3.3 : An illustration of clusters formed by the helpers.

Noting that (3.11) is also valid for any subset of helpers within road segment [0, s]

adopting the scheduling scheme described in the proof of Theorem 3.1, therefore the

amount of data each cluster of helpers delivers to the VoI, denoted by R
(1)
j , j =

1, ...K1, can be obtained as follows (recall that the analysis is conducted for the

Infrastructure-Limited regime):

R
(1)
j =

L
(1)
j + 2rI

v2
wI , j = 1, ...K1 (3.17)

It follows that the amount of data received by the VoI from helpers in one cycle,

denoted by DV 1, can be readily calculated by summing the amount of data received

by the VoI from each cluster of helpers:

DV 1 =

K1∑
j=1

R
(1)
j =

K1∑
j=1

L
(1)
j + 2rI

v2
wI . (3.18)

Noting that in (3.18), both the number of clusters in road segment [0, s], K1, and

the length of each cluster, L
(1)
j , are random variables, and are not independent. If

we approximately consider they are independent with each other, then from (3.18),

the expected amount of data received by the VoI from V2V communications in one
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cycle, E[DV 1], can be calculated as follows:

E[DV 1] = E[K1] ·
E[L

(1)
j ] + 2rI

v2
wI , (3.19)

where E[K1] is the expected number of clusters in the road segment [0, s]. The

accuracy of this approximation is verified by simulation, see Fig. 3.4 below. It

shows that the approximation will marginally increase the result of E[DV 1], which

in turn, will lead to a marginally increase in the achievable throughput in this regime.
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Figure 3.4 : A comparison between the result of E[DV 1] with and without the

approximation.

As L
(1)
j , j = 1, ...K1 and g

(1)
j , j = 1, ...K1 are both i.i.d and each L

(1)
j and g

(1)
j are

also mutually independent, then according to the Generalized Wald’s equality [95,

Theorem 4.5.2], when s � E[L
(1)
j ] +E[g

(1)
j ], E[K1] can be approximately calculated

as follows:

E[K1] =
s− E[l0]

E[L
(1)
j ] + E[g

(1)
j ]

. (3.20)

By putting (3.20) into (3.19), we have

E[DV 1] =
s− E[l0]

E[L
(1)
j ] + E[g

(1)
j ]

× E[L
(1)
j ] + 2rI

v2
wI , (3.21)

where the values of E[L
(1)
j ] and E[g

(1)
j ] have been given by [82]:

E[L
(1)
j ] =

(
e2ρ2rI − 1

)( 1

ρ2
− 2rIe

−2ρ2rI

1 − e−2ρ2rI

)
, (3.22)
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and

E[g
(1)
j ] = 2rI +

1

ρ2
. (3.23)

As mentioned before, due to the memoryless property of exponential distribution,

l0 has the same distribution as li [96], i.e., we have:

E[l0] =
1

ρ2
. (3.24)

Combining (3.21)-(3.24), we can obtain:

E[DV 1] =

[
(d−2rI)(v1+v2)

v1
+ r0 − 1

ρ2

]
(1 − e−2ρ2rI )wI

v2
. (3.25)

By plugging equations (3.3) and (3.25) into (3.2), we have the achievable through-

put in the Infrastructure-Limited regime, denoted by η1, as follows:

η1 =
2rIwI + c1

d
, (3.26)

where

c1 =

[
(d− 2rI)(v1 + v2) + r0v1 − v1

ρ2

]
(1 − e−2ρ2rI )wI

v2
.

3.2.2 V2V-Limited Regime

Now we analyse the achievable throughput in the V2V-Limited regime. Similar

to subsection 3.2.1, in this subsection, we first analyse the maximum amount of data

that can be received from helpers by the VoI in one cycle by solving the optimization

problem (3.4), and then find the corresponding scheduling scheme to achieve this

maximum solution given fixed n and li, i = 1, ...n−1. Finally, we extend to consider

that n and li, i = 1, ...n−1 are random values, corresponding to Poisson distribution

of vehicles, and analyse the achievable throughput under the proposed scheduling

scheme.

The following theorem summarizes the main result of V2V communication pro-

cess analysis.
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Theorem 3.2. In the V2V-Limited regime, given fixed n and li, i = 1, ...n− 1, the

maximum amount of data the VoI can receive from all n helpers in one cycle is given

by (
n∑

i=1

Yi

)∗

2

=

∑n−1
i=1 min{li, 2r0} + 2r0

v1 + v2
wV , (3.27)

where (
∑n

i=1 Yi)
∗
2
is the respective

∑n
i=1 Yi associated with its optimum value and we

use the subscript 2 to mark the V2V-Limited regime.

Furthermore, there exists a V2I transmission scheme for helpers and a V2V

transmission scheme to reach the above maximum amount of received data for the

VoI, satisfying: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

D∗
2i = min{li,2rI}

v2
wI , i = 1, 2, ...n− 1

D∗
2n = 2rI

v2
wI

Y ∗
2i = min{li,2r0}

v1+v2
wV , i = 1, 2...n− 1

Y ∗
2n = 2r0

v1+v2
wV

(3.28)

where D∗
2i and Y ∗

2i, i = 1, ..., n are the respective Di and Yi, i = 1, ..., n associated

with the optimum solution.

Proof. In the V2V-Limited regime, with conditions wI ≥ wV v2
v1+v2

and rI > r0, we have

2r0
v1+v2

wV < 2rI
v2
wI and min{li,2r0}

v1+v2
wV ≤ min{li,2rI}

v2
wI , i = 1, ...n− 1. It follows that:∑n−1

i=1 min{li, 2r0} + 2r0
v1 + v2

wV <

∑n−1
i=1 min{li, 2rI} + 2rI

v2
wI , (3.29)

Then from constraints (3.6), (3.8), (3.9) and inequality (3.29), we can con-

clude that the value of
∑n

i=1 Yi in optimization problem (3.4) is upper bound by
∑n−1

i=1 min{li,2r0}+2r0
v1+v2

wV . In the following, we will show that this upper bound is ex-

actly the optimum solution of
∑n

i=1 Yi in the V2V-Limited regime and can be reached

under some scheduling scheme.

Noting that
∑n−1

i=1 min{li,2r0}+2r0
v1+v2

wV is the sum of n separate components, with

each component is not larger than 2r0
v1+v2

wV . Therefore, when each Yi is equal to
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the corresponding part of the n component forming the upper bound of
∑n

i=1 Yi,∑n−1
i=1 min{li,2r0}+2r0

v1+v2
wV , and each Di is equal to the corresponding part of the n com-

ponent forming the upper bound of
∑n

i=1Di shown in (3.6), i.e., when each Yi and

Di, i = 1, ...n are given by (3.28), the value of
∑n

i=1 Yi will reach its upper bound
∑n−1

i=1 min{li,2r0}+2r0
v1+v2

wV while satisfying all constraints in optimization problem (3.4).

This leads to expression of (3.27).

Now we show that there exists a scheduling scheme to reach the maximum solu-

tion specified in (3.27). To this end, we show that (3.28) readily leads to the design of

the scheduling scheme. Particularly, the scheduling scheme schedules both helpers’

V2I communication and V2V communications on a FIFO basis. Specifically, the V2I

transmission scheme for helpers is the same as that for the Infrastructure-Limited

regime, leading to the case that each helper will receive an amount of data shown

as each D∗
2i, i = 1, 2, ...n in Eq. (3.28). For V2V communications, the VoI starts to

receive data from a helper once it enters this helper’s coverage and has retrieved all

data from the previous helper or has left the previous helper’s coverage, and stops

when the VoI leaves the coverage of the current helper or has retrieved all data of the

current helper, leading to the case that the data the VoI receives from each helper

is shown as each Y ∗
2i, i = 1, 2, ...n in Eq. (3.28). Noting that Eq. (3.28) leads to

the optimum solution (3.27), it can be readily established that the aforementioned

scheduling scheme achieves the maximum amount of the received data for the VoI

specified in (3.27). This completes the proof.

Similarly as Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2 is also valid for any value of n and the

corresponding li, i = 1, ...n− 1.

On the basis of Theorem 3.2, we now analyze the achievable throughput by

the VoI considering that both n and the corresponding li, i = 1, ...n− 1 are random

values. In the V2V-Limited regime, we define a cluster to be a maximal set of helpers
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located within road segment [0, s] and the distance between any two adjacent helpers

is smaller than or equal to 2r0. The reason that we define the clusters differently from

that in the Infrastructure-Limited regime is that in this regime, it is the correlation

in the V2V communication process (and the associated difficulty in determining

the joint distribution of min {li, 2r0} , i = 1, ...n− 1) that plays a dominating effect

on determining the achievable throughput. By defining clusters in the above way,

within each cluster, we have min {li, 2r0} = li, i = 1, 2, ....

In the V2V-Limited regime, the amount of data each cluster of helpers delivers

to the VoI, denoted by R
(2)
j , can be calculated as follows:

R
(2)
j =

L
(2)
j + 2r0

v1 + v2
wV , j = 1, ...K2 (3.30)

where L
(2)
j , j = 1, ...K2 is the random variable representing the length of the j-th

cluster, and K2 is the random integer representing the number of clusters the VoI

will encounter in one cycle.

Utilizing the same approximation method as that used to calculate E[DV 1] in

the Infrastructure-Limited regime, i.e., approximately consider that K2 and L
(2)
j are

independent in this regime, the expected amount of data received by the VoI from

helpers in one cycle in the V2V-Limited regime can be obtained as follows:

E[DV 2] =
s− E[l0]

E[L
(2)
j ] + E[g

(2)
j ]

× E[L
(2)
j ] + 2r0

v1 + v2
wV , (3.31)

where E[L
(2)
i ] and E[g

(2)
i ] are given by:

E[L
(2)
j ] =

(
e2ρ2r0 − 1

)( 1

ρ2
− 2r0e

−2ρ2r0

1 − e−2ρ2r0

)
, (3.32)

and

E[g
(2)
j ] = 2r0 +

1

ρ2
. (3.33)

Combing (3.24) and (3.31)-(3.33), we have:

E[DV 2] =

[
(d−2rI)(v1+v2)

v1
+ r0 − 1

ρ2

]
(1 − e−2ρ2r0)wV

v1 + v2
. (3.34)
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By plugging (3.3), (3.34) into (3.2), the achievable throughput in the V2V-

Limited regime, denoted by η2, can be obtained as follows:

η2 =
2rIwI + c2

d
, (3.35)

where

c2 =

[
(d− 2rI)(v1 + v2) + r0v1 − v1

ρ2

]
(1 − e−2ρ2r0)wV

v1 + v2
.

3.2.3 Transitional Regime

Now we analyse the achievable throughput in the transitional regime where the

analysis is more intricate than that for the Infrastructure-Limited and the V2V-

Limited regime. Particularly, in the transitional regime, both V2V communications

and helpers’ V2I communications contribute to determining the achievable through-

put of the VoI. Therefore both the correlation in the amount of data received by

adjacent helpers from infrastructure and in the amount of data received by the VoI

from adjacent helpers, as explained in Section 3.1.4, need to be considered. This

makes finding the optimum solution for the optimization problem (3.4) more chal-

lenging. Therefore, in this subsection, instead of analysing the exact achievable

throughput, we analyse its upper and lower bound. In the following, we will analyse

the upper and the lower bound of the achievable throughput separately.

Upper bound of the achievable throughput

As shown in (3.10), an upper bound of
∑n

i=1 Yi is given by:

n∑
i=1

Yi ≤ min{DV u1, DV u2} (3.36)

That is, the upper bound of data amount received by the VoI from helpers is deter-

mined by the smaller value of the amount of data received by the helpers from their

V2I communications, DV u1, and the amount of data helpers can deliver to the VoI

in V2V communications (without considering the limitation of the amount of data
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they receive), DV u2. It is shown in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 that DV u1 and

DV u2 are exactly the maximum amount of data the VoI can receive from helpers in

the Infrastructure-Limited regime and V2V-Limited regime respectively. Therefore,

according to the throughput calculation analysis given in subsection 3.2.1 and 3.2.2,

when
∑n

i=1 Yi is upper bounded by DV u1 (or DV u2), the corresponding achievable

throughput of the VoI will be upper bounded by the achievable throughput in the

Infrastructure-Limited regime, η1, (or the achievable throughput in the V2V-Limited

regime, η2). It follows that an upper bound of the achievable throughput by the VoI

in the transitional regime, denoted by η3u, is given by:

η3u = min{η1, η2} =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
η1, η1 ≤ η2

η2, η1 > η2

(3.37)

Putting (3.26) and (3.35) into (3.37) and simplifying, we have:

η3u =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

2rIwI+c1
d

, r0wV v2
rI(v1+v2)

< wI ≤ 1−e−2ρ2r0

1−e−2ρ2rI
× wV v2

v1+v2

2rIwI+c2
d

, 1−e−2ρ2r0

1−e−2ρ2rI
× wV v2

v1+v2
< wI <

wV v2
v1+v2

(3.38)

with c1 and c2 as given in the earlier analysis.

Remark 3.2. Equation (3.38) shows that 1−e−2ρ2r0

1−e−2ρ2rI
× wV v2

v1+v2
is a transition point

for the value of wI to determine the upper bound of achievable throughput in the

transitional regime, whose value depends on the helpers’ density ρ2. Specifically,

when ρ2 → 0, 1−e−2ρ2r0

1−e−2ρ2rI
× wV v2

v1+v2
→ r0wV v2

rI(v1+v2)
; when ρ2 increases, the gap between

1−e−2ρ2r0

1−e−2ρ2rI
× wV v2

v1+v2
and r0wV v2

rI(v1+v2)
becomes larger and the gap between 1−e−2ρ2r0

1−e−2ρ2rI
× wV v2

v1+v2

and wV v2
v1+v2

becomes smaller; and when ρ2 → ∞, 1−e−2ρ2r0

1−e−2ρ2rI
× wV v2

v1+v2
→ wV v2

v1+v2
.

Lower bound of the achievable throughput

In this part, we first analyse the lower bound of the maximum amount of data

that can be received from helpers by the VoI and the corresponding scheduling

scheme to achieve this lower bound given fixed n and li, i = 1, ...n − 1. Then we
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extend to consider that n and li, i = 1, ...n − 1 are random values, corresponding

to a Poisson distribution of vehicles, and analyse the lower bound of the achievable

throughput.

Theorem 3.3. In the transitional regime, given fixed n and li, i = 1, ...n−1, a lower

bound of the maximum amount of data the VoI can receive from n helpers in one

cycle is given by(
n∑

i=1

Yi

)∗

3

≥
n−1∑
i=1

min

{
li
v2
wI ,

2r0
v1 + v2

wV

}
+

2r0
v1 + v2

wV (3.39)

where (
∑n

i=1 Yi)
∗
3
is the respective

∑n
i=1 Yi associated with its optimum value and we

use the subscript 3 to mark the transitional regime.

Furthermore, there exists a V2I transmission scheme for helpers and a V2V

transmission scheme to achieve the above lower bound of the maximum amount of

data for the VoI, satisfying:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

D∗
3i = min{li,2rI}

v2
wI , i = 1, 2, ...n− 1

D∗
3n = 2rI

v2
wI

Y ∗
3i = min

{
liwI

v2
, 2r0wV

v1+v2

}
, i = 1, 2...n− 1

Y ∗
3n = 2r0

v1+v2
wV

(3.40)

where D∗
3i and Y ∗

3i, i = 1, ..., n are the respective Di and Yi, i = 1, ..., n associated

with the optimum solution.

Proof. We find the lower bound of the maximum amount of data received by the

VoI from n helpers in one cycle by constructing a specific V2I transmission scheme

and analyse the corresponding value of
∑n

i=1 Yi achieved under this scheme. As this

value of
∑n

i=1 Yi is obtained under a specific V2I transmission scheme, it may not

be the maximum value for the original optimization problem (3.4) because of a lack

of consideration of all possible V2I transmission schemes for helpers, but will form
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a lower bound of the maximum value of
∑n

i=1 Yi for the the original optimization

problem (3.4). In the following, we will first construct a specific V2I transmission

scheme, and then analyse the optimum amount of data received by the VoI from

helpers under this specific V2I transmission scheme, as well as finding a correspond-

ing V2V transmission scheme to reach the lower bound specified in the theorem.

It has been described in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 that the V2I

transmission scheme for helpers to reach the corresponding optimum throughput

under the Infrastructure-Limited and the V2V-Limited regime are the same, and

this V2I transmission scheme satisfies the following equations:⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
Di = min{li,2rI}

v2
wI , i = 1, 2, ...n− 1

Dn = 2rI
v2
wI .

(3.41)

We adopt this same V2I transmission scheme for helpers in the transitional regime as

well. It follows that the amount of data received by each helper from infrastructure,

Di, i = 1, ..., n, is given by (3.41). With condition r0wV v2
rI(v1+v2)

< wI < wV v2
v1+v2

for the

transitional regime, constraints (3.7) and (3.8) in the optimization problem (3.4)

can be replaced with a tighter constraint after putting in (3.41), which are shown

as follows:

Yi ≤ min

{
Di,

2r0
v1 + v2

wV

}

= min

{
li
v2
wI ,

2rI
v2

wI ,
2r0

v1 + v2
wV

}

= min

{
li
v2
wI ,

2r0
v1 + v2

wV

}
, i = 1, 2, ...n− 1 (3.42)

and

0 ≤ Yn ≤ 2r0
v1 + v2

wV (3.43)

Formula (3.42) and (3.43) indicate that the upper bound of
∑n

i=1 Yi can be

expressed by
∑n−1

i=1 min
{

li
v2
wI ,

2r0
v1+v2

wV

}
+ 2r0

v1+v2
wV . In the following, we will show
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that this upper bound is exactly the optimum solution of
∑n

i=1 Yi under the adopted

V2I transmission scheme and we can find a corresponding V2V transmission scheme

to achieve this upper bound.

With condition wI <
wV v2
v1+v2

, we have:

min

{
li
v2
wI ,

2r0
v1 + v2

wV

}
≤ min

{
li

v1 + v2
wV ,

2r0
v1 + v2

wV

}
(3.44)

This follows that:

n∑
i=1

Yi ≤
n−1∑
i=1

min

{
li
v2
wI ,

2r0
v1 + v2

wV

}
+

2r0
v1 + v2

wV

≤
∑n−1

i=1 min {li, 2r0} + 2r0
v1 + v2

wV , (3.45)

which shows that when
∑n

i=1 Yi is not larger than
∑n−1

i=1 min
{

li
v2
wI ,

2r0
v1+v2

wV

}
+

2r0
v1+v2

wV , the constraint (3.9) in optimization problem (3.4) will also be satisfied.

Thus, when each Yi, i = 1, ...n, is equal to its upper bound shown in (3.42) and

(3.43), and when each Di, i = 1, ..n is given by (3.41), i.e., when each Yi and

Di, i = 1, ...n are given by (3.40), the value of
∑n

i=1 Yi will reach its upper bound∑n−1
i=1 min

{
li
v2
wI ,

2r0
v1+v2

wV

}
+ 2r0

v1+v2
wV while satisfying all constraints in the opti-

mization problem (3.4). This leads to (3.39).

Now we show that there exists a V2V transmission scheme to achieve the lower

bound specified in (3.39). To this end, it can be readily shown from (3.40) that the

same V2V transmission scheme described in the proof of Theorem 3.1 satisfies (3.40),

therefore can realize the maximum amount of received data for the VoI specified in

(3.39) under the specific V2I transmission scheme. This completes the proof.

On the basis of Theorem 3.3, we now analyze the lower bound of the achievable

throughput by the VoI considering that both n and the corresponding li, i = 1, ...n−1

are random values. Similarly to the analysis in subsections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, calcu-

lating the lower bound of the achievable throughput directly according to (3.39) is
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challenging due to the complexity associated with analysing the joint distribution

of min
{

li
v2
wI ,

2r0
v1+v2

wV

}
, i = 1, ...n − 1. In this regime, we define a cluster to be a

maximal set of helpers located within road segment [0, s] and the distance between

any two adjacent helpers is smaller than or equal to 2r0wV v2
wI(v1+v2)

. It follows that within

each cluster, min
{

li
v2
wI ,

2r0
v1+v2

wV

}
= li

v2
wI , i = 1, 2, ..., therefore removing the above

challenge.

Utilizing the same approximation method as that used to calculate E[DV 1] and

E[DV 2] in the Infrastructure-Limited regime and the V2V-Limited regime respec-

tively, the lower bound of the achievable throughput in transitional regime, denoted

by η3l, is obtained as follows:

η3l =
2rIwI + c3

d
, (3.46)

where c3 =

[
(d−2rI)(v1+v2)+r0v1− v1

ρ2

](
1−e

− 2ρ2r0wV v2
wI (v1+v2)

)
wI

v2
.

3.3 Simulation and Discussion

In this section we use Monte Carlo simulations to verify the accuracy of the

analysis and establish the applicability of the theoretical analysis for more general

scenarios beyond the ideal assumptions (e.g., constant speed, unit disk model, and

constant channel condition, etc.) used in the analysis. Specifically, 20 infrastructure

points are regularly deployed along the highway and the distance between adja-

cent infrastructure points, d, is varied from 2km to 50km. The helpers’ density ρ2

varies from 0 to 0.1veh/m and the speed of the VoI and helpers are v1=15m/s and

v2=25m/s respectively. The radio range of infrastructure and vehicles are 500m and

250m (typical radio ranges using DSRC [49]) respectively. The transmission rate

of V2V communications is wV =5Mb/s and the transmission rate of V2I communi-

cations wI varies from 0 to 10Mb/s to allow us to cover all three regimes. Each

simulation is repeated 2000 times and the average value is shown in the plot.
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Figure 3.5 : A comparison between our analytical results and the simulation results

under each regime, with different helpers’ density ρ2.
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Fig. 3.5 shows a comparison between analytical results and simulation results

under each regime. Specifically, Fig. 3.5(a) and Fig. 3.5(b) compare the achievable

throughput obtained from our analysis and the simulation result, where the simula-

tion is conducted assuming the scheduling scheme described in the proof of Theorem

3.1 and Theorem 3.2 respectively. Fig. 3.5(c) compares the upper and lower bound

of the achievable throughput obtained from analysis and the optimum throughput

in the simulation. It is shown that in the Infrastructure-Limited and V2V-Limited

regime, the analytical results match very well with simulations especially when the

distance of two neighbouring infrastructure points, d, is large. This confirms that the

approximations used in the earlier analysis to obtain the analytical results have neg-

ligible impact on the accuracy of the analytical results. In the transitional regime,

there is a small gap between the simulated optimum throughput and its upper and

lower bound we obtained, e.g, when ρ2=0.004veh/m and d=8km in this case, the

difference between the optimum throughput from the simulation and its upper (or

lower) bound is only around 0.8% (or 5%), and the gap decreases with the increase

of helpers’ density. This shows that even though the upper bound in the transitional

regime is not achievable, it is quite close to the optimum throughput.

Interestingly, Fig. 3.5(a) and 3.5(c) show that in the Infrastructure-Limited

regime and the transitional regime, the achievable throughput increases when d

increases while Fig. 3.5(b) shows that in the V2V-Limited regime, the achievable

throughput decreases when d increases. This can be explained that while keeping

other parameters constant, an increase in d on one hand will improve the amount of

data received by the VoI from V2V communications, which improves the achievable

throughput; on the other hand, it will increase the amount of time spent in one cycle

by the VoI, which reduces the achievable throughput. When wI is small, the amount

of data received by the VoI from V2V communications is small due to the limitation

of the amount of data received by helpers from infrastructure. Therefore, an increase
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in d will lead to an larger rate of increase in the total amount of received data by

the VoI than the rate of increase in the amount of time spent in one cycle, which

results in the overall increase of the achievable throughput, shown as Fig. 3.5(a)

and 3.5(c). However, when wI is large, the amount of data the VoI can receive from

V2V communications is comparatively large, an increase in d has marginal impact

on the data amount received by the VoI. Therefore, an increase in d will lead to an

smaller rate of increase in the total amount of received data by the VoI than the

rate of increase in the amount of time spent in one cycle, which results in the overall

decrease of the achievable throughput, shown as Fig. 3.5(b).

Fig. 3.5 also gives insight into the optimum choice of distance between infras-

tructure points. It is obvious from these figures that when d increases beyond a

certain threshold, e.g., d=10km in our case, an increase in d has limited impact on

the achievable throughput. This can be explained by the fact that when d is small

(d < 10km in the simulation), the amount of data received by the VoI from V2V

communications is relatively small compared with that received from V2I commu-

nications, especially when traffic density is low (here average ρ2=0.005veh/m). It

follows that the VoI’s achievable throughput is mainly dominated by its V2I commu-

nications. However, with the increase of d, the increase of data received from V2V

communications makes V2I communication’s dominating impact subdued, which in

turn leads to the subtle variation of the throughput.

Fig. 3.6 compares the achievable throughput (the lower bound for the transitional-

regime is used) using our cooperative communication strategy (labelled as With

coop) with its non-cooperative counterpart (labelled as Without coop). The non-

cooperative counterpart is conducted by setting the helpers’ density ρ2 = 0 be-

cause when there are no helpers in the vehicular network, there will be no coop-

erative communications. It is shown that even when helpers’ density is low, e.g.,

ρ2=0.002veh/m, the throughput achieved by utilizing our cooperative communica-
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Figure 3.6 : A comparison between the throughput achieved from vehicular networks

with and without cooperative communication.

tion strategy is around 15 times larger when wI=3Mb/s and around 10 times larger

when wI=6Mb/s than that achieved without cooperative communications. This

gives an important conclusion that our cooperative communication strategy can

significantly improve the throughput even when vehicular density is low.

Fig. 3.6 also reveals the relationship between the achievable throughput and

helpers’ density ρ2. Importantly, we can see that a higher density is beneficial to the

throughput because a higher ρ2 will enhance the connectivity of vehicular networks,

which leads to higher chance of V2V cooperative communications. However, when

ρ2 increases beyond a certain threshold, e.g., ρ2=0.005veh/m in this case, a further

increase in ρ2 has only marginal impact on the achievable throughput. This is due

to the fact that when ρ2 is large enough for the VoI to find at least one helper

in its coverage at any time point, increasing the density (which will lead to more
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helpers within the VoI’s coverage at one time) is no longer helpful to improve the

throughput because the VoI can only receive data from one vehicle at one time and

the total amount of time the VoI can receive data from V2V communication will be

the same.
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Figure 3.7 : A comparison between the throughput achieved from our proposed

strategy and that from the strategy proposed in [49].

Fig. 3.7 compares the achievable throughput assuming our proposed coopera-

tive communication strategy (labelled as Coop) with that assuming the cooperative

strategy proposed in [49] (labelled as ChainCluster) in the V2V-Limited regime.

Specifically, the strategy proposed in [49] utilized vehicles moving in the same di-

rection as the target vehicle (VoI) to form a cluster to help the VoI’s download. A

vehicle can be chosen into the cluster if and only if it can connect to the VoI via a

multi-hop path. It can be seen that the throughput achieved by the VoI assuming

our cooperative communication strategy is much larger than that achieved assuming

the strategy proposed in [49]. This is due to the fact that in [49], the authors only

used the cooperation among vehicles moving in the same direction and within the
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same cluster of the VoI, while in our strategy, both cooperation among infrastruc-

ture and cooperation of all vehicles travelling in the opposite direction of the VoI are

fully utilized to help the VoI’s download, which significantly improves the achievable

throughput of the VoI.
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Figure 3.8 : A comparison between throughput achieved from the constant speed

model and the time-varying speed model which follows Gaussian distribution.

Fig. 3.8 shows a comparison of the achievable throughput from the constant

speed model (labelled as Constant Speed) and the time-varying speed model (la-

belled as Gaussian Speed) under the Infrastructure-Limited regime. The time-

varying speed of vehicles in each lane follows Gaussian distributions, defined as:

v
′
1 ∼ N(v1, σ

2
1) and v

′
2 ∼ N(v2, σ

2
2), where v1 and v2 are the constant speed used

in our analysis, and σ2
1 and σ2

2 are the mean variance of the mean speed v1 and v2

respectively. To model the slight deviations from the mean speed, we set σ1=σ2=2

and the speed-change time interval τ=5s. The figure shows that when individual

vehicular speed deviates slightly from the mean speed, it has marginal impact on

the achievable throughput.
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Figure 3.9 : A comparison between throughput achieved from the unit disk model

and the log-normal connection model.

Fig. 3.9 gives a comparison of throughput achieved assuming the unit disk model

(labelled as UDM) and that assuming the log-normal connection model (labelled as

LNM) in the V2V-Limited regime, and shows that the unit disk model assumption

has little impact on the throughput. The parameters of log-normal connection model

are set as path loss exponent α=2 and standard deviation σ=4 [97]. It is shown

that the system assuming the log-normal connection model has a slightly higher

achievable throughput than that assuming the unit disk model, which coincides with

the results in [97] that the log-normal connection model is beneficial to information

delivery in vehicular networks. The reason behind this phenomenon is that the log-

normal connection model introduces a Gaussian variation of the transmission range

around the mean value, which implies a higher chance for the VoI to be connected

to helpers located further away.

Fig. 3.10 compares the throughput achieved by allowing only one-hop commu-

nication and allowing both k-hop (k = 2, 3, 5) V2I communications between the VoI
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Figure 3.10 : A comparison between throughput achieved when allowing one-hop

communication and multi-hop communications.

and infrastructure, and k-hop V2V communication between the VoI and helpers.

It is shown that allowing multi-hop communications beyond one hop has little im-

pact on the throughput. Particularly, as pointed out in the end of Section 3.1.2,

in our considered scenario, allowing multi-hop V2V communication only helps to

balance the distribution of information among helpers but do not increase the net

amount of information available in the network. The marginal increase in the achiev-

able throughput comes from multi-hop V2I communications between the VoI and

infrastructure, because it allows the VoI having longer connection time with the

infrastructure.

Fig. 3.11 compares throughput achieved from the constant channel model with

that from the time-varying channel model, and shows that our analysis under the

constant channel model is applicable to a more realistic time-varying channel model

which considers both fading and path loss. Specifically, for the time-varying chan-
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Figure 3.11 : A comparison between throughput achieved from constant channel

model and time-varying channel model which considering Rayleigh fading and path

loss.

nel model, we adopt the model used in [54] that considers Rayleigh fading and path

loss, from which the transmission rate is given by w
′
I = BI log2

(
1 + PI |βd−2

i |2) and

w
′
V = BV log2

(
1 + PV |βd−2

ij |2
)
, with the bandwidth and transmit power of each in-

frastructure and vehicle being BI=40MHz, PI=52dBm and BV =5MHz, PV =20dBm

[98] respectively. Parameter β is the Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and vari-

ance 1 and di, dij are the distances between a vehicle and its associated infrastructure

point, between vehicle and vehicle when conducting V2I and V2V communications

respectively. The above settings of BI , PI , BV and PV imply that the network is in

the V2V-Limited regime. By dividing the total coverage length of the transmitter

(infrastructure or vehicle) into K (here we set K=1000) small segments, the average

channel throughput wI and wV in the time-varying channel model can be obtained

by averaging the transmission rates of all segments. This obtained average through-
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put wI and wV are then used in our constant channel model. It is obvious from

Fig. 3.11 that the achievable throughput from the above two channel models match

each other. This phenomenon can be explained by equation (3.35) which shows

that the achievable throughput in V2V-Limited regime is a linear function of wI

and wV . Then it follows that E[η(wI , wV )] = η(E[wI ], E[wV ]), which implies that

for time-varying channels, the time-varying values of w
′
I and w

′
V can be replaced by

the respective time-averaged throughput of V2I and V2V communications and our

analysis still applies.

3.4 Summary

This chapter proposed a cooperative communication strategy for vehicular net-

works with a finite vehicular density by utilizing V2I communications, V2V commu-

nications, mobility of vehicles, and cooperations among vehicles and infrastructure

to facilitate data dissemination. A detailed analysis was presented when there exists

one vehicle with a download request in the network, and the closed-form expression

of the achievable throughput (or its upper and lower bound) by the target vehicle

was obtained in three different regimes we classified in our analysis based on the rela-

tionship between the data rates of V2I communications, V2V communications, and

the speeds of vehicles. Numerical and simulation results show that the proposed co-

operative strategy can significantly improve the achievable throughput of vehicular

networks even when traffic density is low. Simulation results show that our analysis

can be extended to more realistic models such as the time-varying speed model,

the log-normal shadowing model and the time-varying channel model considering

fading and path loss. Our results shed insight on the optimum design of cooperative

vehicular networks for ITS to achieve fast and reliable data dissemination.
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Chapter 4

Capacity of Cooperative Vehicular Networks with

Infrastructure Support: Multi-user Case

In this chapter, we extend the work introduced in Chapter 3 and consider a typ-

ical delay-tolerant application scenario with a subset of vehicles, termed Vehicles

of Interest (VoIs), having download requests, e.g., videos, from the Internet. Each

VoI downloads a distinct large-size file from the Internet and other vehicles without

download requests, termed helpers, assist the delivery of the files to the VoIs. Dif-

ferent from the single-VoI scenario, when there are multiple vehicles with download

requests, the possible contention and collision among vehicles in vehicular commu-

nications become both important and challenging issues to study. We analyse the

capacity of vehicular networks with a finite traffic density adopting the cooperative

communication strategy proposed in Chapter 3. Our result shows that the pro-

posed cooperative strategy can improve the capacity of vehicular networks, and the

improvement is more pronounced when the proportion of vehicles with download

requests is low.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 introduces the system

model, the proposed cooperative communication strategy and the problem forma-

tion. Theoretical analysis is provided in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we validate the

analytical result using simulations and conduct numerical analysis to discuss our

result and its insight. Section 4.4 summarizes this chapter.
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4.1 System Model and Problem Formation

In this section, we introduce the system model and assumptions used in the

analysis, and also give a rigorous definition of the problem studied in this chapter.

4.1.1 Network Model

We continue to follow on the network model adopted in Chapter 3 that in each

direction (eastbound and westbound) of the considered highway, the distribution

of vehicles follows a homogeneous Poisson process with densities ρ1 and ρ2 respec-

tively, and vehicles in each direction travel at the same constant speed of v1 and

v2 respectively. Therefore, as a ready consequence of the superposition property

of Poisson processes [99], all vehicles on the highway are also Poissonly distributed

with density ρ = ρ1 + ρ2. We assume that the proportion of VoIs travelling towards

each direction is p (0 < p < 1). Therefore, VoIs and helpers respectively have traffic

density pρ and (1 − p)ρ.

Even though the analysis is based on a straight linear highway, our obtained

result can be readily applied to each separate road in 2-Dimensional/3-Dimensional

(2D/3D) scenarios, e.g., grid 2D network [48] and 3D multi-level network [90], and

the network capacity can be readily achieved by summing the capacity achieved from

each separate road. Moreover, we will show later in the analysis that the capacity

achieved in this work does not depend on the speed distribution of vehicles, and our

analysis also applies to other time-varying speed model, e.g., Gaussian speed model

[21, 85], as long as the resulting spatial distribution of vehicles is stationary. The

system model is illustrated in Fig. 4.1.

4.1.2 Wireless Communication Model

We continue to follow on the wireless communication model we assumed in Chap-

ter 3, i.e., we assume (1) the unit disk wireless connection model with infrastructure
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Figure 4.1 : An illustration of the system model for a bi-directional highway with

infrastructure regularly deployed with equal distance d: multi-user case.

and vehicles having radio range rI and r0 respectively; (2) half-duplex antenna for

vehicles and infrastructure; (3) one-hop and unicast transmission scheme; (4) con-

stant data rate wI and wV for V2I and V2V communication respectively; and (5)

CSMA MAC protocol with sensing range Rc for V2V communications.

We consider a V2I transmitting scheme where the infrastructure will transmit its

data to VoIs first, i.e., helpers can receive data from infrastructure only when there is

no VoI within the coverage of infrastructure. This V2I scheduling scheme makes the

VoIs achieve the maximum data rate from infrastructure. For V2V communications,

helpers function as transmitters and VoIs as receivers. A transmitter can choose a

receiver from either direction within its transmission range.

4.1.3 Cooperative Communication Strategy

The cooperative communication strategy that explores the combined use of V2I

communications between the VoIs and infrastructure, between helpers and infras-

tructure, V2V communications between the VoIs and helpers, cooperations among

infrastructure and among vehicles, as well as vehicular mobility to maximize the

capacity of the VoIs has been described in detail in Chapter 3. When there are
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multiple vehicles with download requests in the network, we assume there is a cen-

tral server that has full knowledge of the network topology and data transmission

process to guarantee that the data the helpers receive from infrastructure is the

data required by the VoIs they will encounter. This assumption, which may cause

large wireless communication overhead, is required to establish the maximum data

rate, i.e., capacity, that can be achieved by the VoIs because it assumes a perfect

scheduling of data items for both V2I and V2V communications. Some practical

issues like out of sequence data delivery and missing packets can be handled by

techniques such as network coding (e.g., [94]) so that we can focus on the main

theme of the work without the need for considering their impacts. Therefore, when

the VoIs are in the coverage of infrastructure, they receive data directly from the

infrastructure. In the meantime, the helpers may also receive different pieces of

data from the infrastructure when they obtain access to the infrastructure. When

the VoIs move outside the coverage of infrastructure, they may continue to receive

data from helpers, exploiting the mobility of vehicles and V2V communications. We

do not consider the case that VoIs share their received content with others during

V2V communication as it does not improve the capacity considering the fact that

different VoIs request different files in our considered scenario, and the fact that a

larger number of relay nodes, which leads to a larger number of hops between the

source and destination, is detrimental to the achievable capacity [29]. Even though

the proposed cooperative communication scheme is simple, all the major topological

parameters have been taken into consideration.

4.1.4 Problem Formation

Now we give a formal definition of the capacity considered in this chapter. Con-

sider an arbitrarily chosen time interval [0, t] and denote the amount of data received

by all VoIs as Dχ(t) during this time interval, which includes data received both
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directly from infrastructure and indirectly from helpers. The superscript χ ∈ Φ

denotes a scheduling algorithm used to schedule V2I and V2V communications and

Φ denotes the set of all scheduling algorithms. In this chapter, we are interested in

finding the maximum average data rate, i.e., capacity, achieved by the VoIs using

our cooperative communication strategy, denoted by ηc, which is mathematically

defined as follows:

ηc = max
χ∈Φ

ηχ = max
χ∈Φ

lim
t→∞

Dχ(t)

t
. (4.1)

4.2 Analysis of the Capacity

In this section, we will give detailed analysis of the achievable capacity by the

VoIs, including analysing the capacity achieved directly from infrastructure through

V2I communications and the capacity achieved indirectly from helpers through V2V

communications.

We define the area covered by one infrastructure point (termed V2I Area) and

the adjacent area between two consecutive infrastructure points but not covered by

the infrastructure point (termed V2V Area) as a cycle, which has length d. See Fig.

4.2 for an illustration. It follows from the renewal theory [95] that the long-term

achievable capacity by the VoIs from each cycle, denoted by ηcycle, is identical and

the total capacity achieved in a given highway segment with length L � d can be

readily calculated by (ignoring the trivial fact that L
d

may not be an integer):

ηc =
L

d
ηcycle. (4.2)

From (4.2), to calculate the total capacity achievable by the VoIs from a highway

segment with length L, it suffices to calculate the capacity achieved by the VoIs from

one cycle, which includes capacity achieved both from V2I communications and V2V

communications, given as follows:

ηcycle = lim
t→∞

DV 2I(t)

t
+ lim

t→∞
DV 2V (t)

t
, (4.3)
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Figure 4.2 : An illustration of one cycle, which includes V2I Area and V2V Area.

where DV 2I(t) and DV 2V (t) are respectively the maximum expected amount of data

received by the VoIs from infrastructure in the V2I Area and from helpers in the

V2V Area during time period t. In the following, we will focus on studying one

cycle entirely contained within the highway segment of length L, termed the cycle

of interest. We will first calculate the two terms on the right hand side of (4.3) sepa-

rately, and then combine both terms to obtain the final expression of the achievable

capacity.

4.2.1 Capacity Achieved from V2I Communications

Without loss of generality, we call the infrastructure point located in our cycle

of interest I1. We assume that time is divided into time slots of equal length �t,

and �t is sufficiently small that we can approximately regard vehicles as station-

ary during each time slot. Denote by q1(i), i = 1, 2, ... a discrete random variable

representing the fraction of time that VoIs’ V2I communication with I1 happens

during the ith time slot [(i− 1)�t, i�t). Recall that to make the VoIs achieve the

maximum data rate from the infrastructure, we adopt a V2I communication scheme

that infrastructure delivers its data directly to the VoIs as long as there are VoIs

within its coverage. Therefore, q1(i) is equal to 1 when there exist at least one VoIs

within the coverage of I1 during the ith time slot; otherwise it is equal to 0. This

follows that the maximum expected amount of data the VoIs can obtain from one
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cycle through V2I communications during time period [0, t] can be calculated by

(ignoring the trivial fact that t
�t

may not be an integer):

DV 2I(t) = lim
�t→0

E

⎛
⎝wI

t/�t∑
i=1

q1(i)�t

⎞
⎠ (4.4)

According to the ergodicity and stationarity properties of homogeneous Poisson

point processes [100], the time average of q1(i) is equal to the probability that there

is at least one VoI within the coverage of I1 at a randomly chosen time slot, denoted

by q̄1. Considering the Poisson distribution of vehicles, it can be readily shown that

q̄1 = 1 − e−pρ2rI . Therefore, we have

lim
t→∞

lim�t→0 E
(∑t/�t

i=1 q1(i)�t
)

t
= q̄1 = 1 − e−pρ2rI . (4.5)

Combing (4.4)-(4.5), we have the long-term capacity achieved by the VoIs from one

cycle through their V2I communications:

lim
t→∞

DV 2I(t)

t
= wI

(
1 − e−pρ2rI

)
. (4.6)

4.2.2 Capacity Achieved from V2V Communications

Note that the data received by the VoIs from helpers through V2V communi-

cations eventually comes from the data received by the helpers from infrastructure

during their V2I communications. Therefore, the amount of data the VoIs can

receive from V2V communications during time period [0, t], on one hand, is con-

strained by how much data the helpers can receive via their V2I communications

during time period [0, t]; on the other hand, is limited by how much data the helpers

can transmit to the VoIs through V2V communications during time period t. Taking

the above two constraints into account, we have the following results:

Theorem 4.1. The capacity the VoIs can achieve through V2V communications

from one cycle is given by:

lim
t→∞

DV 2V (t)

t
= min

{
lim
t→∞

DI−H(t)

t
, lim
t→∞

DV (t)

t

}
, (4.7)
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where DI−H(t) is the expected amount of data received by helpers from one cy-

cle through their V2I communications during time period [0, t] under the optimum

scheme, and DV (t) is the maximum expected amount of data the helpers can deliver

to the VoIs through V2V communications in the V2V Area during time period [0, t]

without considering the limitation of the amount of data received by helpers from the

infrastructure.

Since the bottleneck is either in the V2V communications between VoIs and

helpers, represented by limt→∞
DV (t)

t
, or in the V2I communications between helpers

and infrastructure, represented by limt→∞
DI−H(t)

t
, the proof of Theorem 4.1 follows

readily. More specifically, imagine the V2V communication process between helpers

and VoIs as a single-queue queuing system. The rate the helpers receive data from

infrastructure, limt→∞
DI−H(t)

t
, is equivalent to the incoming rate of the queue. The

rate helpers deliver data to the VoIs, limt→∞
DV (t)

t
, is equivalent to the processing

speed of the queue. The outgoing rate of the queue, limt→∞
DV 2V (t)

t
, is equal to

either the incoming rate or the processing speed.

From Theorem 4.1, to obtain the capacity achieved by the VoIs through V2V

communications with the helpers from one cycle, it remains to calculate the long-

term data rate achieved by the helpers from one cycle through their V2I communi-

cations, limt→∞
DI−H(t)

t
, and the maximum long-term data rate the VoIs can achieve

through V2V communications from one cycle without considering the limitation of

the amount of data the helpers received, limt→∞
DV (t)

t
. In the following, we will

calculate these two terms separately.

Calculation of limt→∞
DI−H(t)

t

Denote by q2(i) a discrete random variable, which is equal to 1 when helper’s

V2I communication happens during the i-th time slot [(i − 1)�t, i�t), i = 1, 2, ...,
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otherwise it is equal to 0. Similar to the analysis in section 4.2.1, we have

lim
t→∞

DI−H(t)

t
= lim

t→∞

wI lim�t→0E
(∑t/�t

i=1 q2(i)�t
)

t
= wI q̄2, (4.8)

where q̄2 is the probability that helpers’ V2I communication happens at a randomly

chosen time slot. Note that an infrastructure point only delivers its data to helpers

when both of the following conditions are met: (i) there is no VoI within its coverage,

and (ii) there is at least one helpers within its coverage. Thus, q̄2 can be readily

calculated by using the Poisson distribution of the VoIs and the helpers:

q̄2 = e−pρ2rI
(
1 − e−(1−p)ρ2rI

)
= e−pρ2rI − e−ρ2rI . (4.9)

Combing (4.8) and (4.9), we have:

lim
t→∞

DI−H(t)

t
= wI q̄2 = wI

(
e−pρ2rI − e−ρ2rI

)
. (4.10)

Calculation of limt→∞
DV (t)

t

In this part, we analyse the maximum data rate achieved by the VoIs through

V2V communications from one cycle area without considering the amount of data

each helper has.

Recall that for V2V communications, we adopt the CSMA multiple access proto-

col with sensing range Rc. Therefore, a helper within the V2V Area can potentially

be chosen as one of the simultaneously transmitters when there is no other helper

transmitting within its sensing range and there is at least one VoIs within its trans-

mission range. We call a helper, together with the VoI that the helper transmits to,

an active helper-VoI pair iff this helper is chosen as a transmitter and chooses this

VoI within its transmission range as its receiver.

Denote by Nχ
p (i) the number of simultaneous helper-VoI pairs in the V2V Area

during the i-th time slot [(i− 1)�t, i�t), where the superscript χ ∈ Φ denotes the

scheduling algorithm that selects the simultaneously active helper-VoI pairs and Φ
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denotes the set of all scheduling algorithms. Using the analysis in [29], it can be

shown that:

lim
t→∞

DV (t)

t
= max

χ∈Φ
lim
t→∞

Dχ
V (t)

t

= max
χ∈Φ

lim
t→∞

wV lim�t→0 E
(∑t/�t

i=1 Nχ
p (i)�t

)
t

= max
χ∈Φ

wVE
[
Nχ

p

]
, (4.11)

where E
[
Nχ

p

]
is the expected number of simultaneously active helper-VoI pairs in

the V2V Area at a randomly chosen time slot assuming scheduling algorithm χ.

From (4.11), the maximum value of limt→∞
Dχ

V (t)

t
is achieved when using an op-

timum V2V scheduling algorithm that schedules as many active helper-VoI pairs as

possible. Therefore, in the following analysis, we shall establish the optimum V2V

scheduling algorithm and the maximum E
[
Nχ

p

]
that can be achieved by the algo-

rithm. Specifically, we will first find an optimum V2V scheduling scheme, denoted

by χopt, that leads to the maximum number of simultaneously active helper-VoI

pairs, and then calculate E
[
N

χopt
p

]
under this optimum algorithm. Without loss of

generality, we designate the left boundary point of the V2V Area, i.e., the point to

the right of infrastructure point I1 and at a distance rI to I1, as the origin of the

coordinate system, and the east (right) direction as positive (+x) direction. The

following theorem summarizes the optimum scheduling scheme.

Theorem 4.2. An optimum scheduling scheme χopt, which leads to the maximum

number of simultaneously active helper-VoI pairs in V2V Area is as follows: select

active helper-VoI pairs in order from left to the right. First, choose the first helper

to the right of the origin that has at least one VoI within its coverage as the first

transmitter, and the left-most VoI within the coverage of that helper as its receiver.

The next transmitter is the nearest helper to the current transmitter, and satisfies the

following conditions: 1) the distance between this helper and the current transmitter
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is no smaller than Rc; 2) it can find at least one VoIs within its coverage, which

is different from the receiver of the current transmitter. If there are multiple VoIs,

always choose the leftmost VoI. Repeat the above process until the rightmost border

of the V2V Area is reached.

Proof. See Appendix A.

Remark 4.1. Note that the optimum scheduling algorithm that achieves the maxi-

mum number of active helper-VoI pairs may not be unique.

Now we calculate the maximum expected number of helper-VoI pairs, E
[
N

χopt

P

]
,

and the corresponding value of limt→∞
DV (t)

t
under the optimum scheme χopt.

Figure 4.3 : An illustration of the distribution of distances between two consecutive

simultaneous transmitters.

Denote by Sk ∈ [0, d − 2rI ], k = 1, 2, .... the position of the k-th transmitter

(helper in the active helper-VoI pair) under the optimum scheduling scheme χopt.

Denote by Lk, k = 1, 2, ... the distance between the k-th and the (k + 1)-th trans-

mitter, and L0 the distance between the first transmitter and the origin. See Fig.

4.3 for an illustration. It is straightforward that Lk, k = 1, 2, ... are identically and

independently distributed and are also independent of L0. Note that the distribu-

tion of L0 is not the same as that of Lk, k = 1, 2, .... This is due to the fact that

when selecting the first transmitter assuming χopt, we directly choose the first (left-

most) helper within [0, d − 2rI ] that has at least one VoI within its coverage. In
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contrast, when k > 1, we select the k-th transmitter from helpers located within

[Sk−1 + Rc, d − 2rI ], which imposes an additional condition that Lk > Rc. It can

be shown that the expected number of helper-VoI pairs, E
[
N

χopt

P

]
, is exactly the

expected number of renewals of a renewal counting process in the V2V Area, with

a delay length of E[L0] (as L0 has a different distribution from Lk, k = 1, 2, ...) and

each renewal has an average length E[Lk], k = 1, 2, .... Using the renewal theory

[95], E
[
N

χopt
p

]
can be calculated as follows:

E
[
Nχopt

p

]
=

∞∑
n=1

Pr(
n−1∑
i=0

Li ≤ d− 2rI), (4.12)

An alternative way of obtaining (4.12) is by noting that the inner term of (4.12),

i.e., Pr(
∑n−1

i=0 Li ≤ d− 2rI), gives the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the

maximum number of simultaneously active helper-VoI pairs assuming the optimum

scheduling χopt. It then follows that the summation of the cdf gives the expected

value of N
χopt
p .

Equation (4.12) shows that to calculate E
[
N

χopt
p

]
, we first need to calculate the

distribution of each Lk, k = 0, 1, 2, .... The following two theorems characterize the

probability density function (pdf) of Lk, denoted by fLk
(x), k = 1, 2... and the pdf

of L0, denoted by fL0(x) respectively.

Theorem 4.3. Consider a bi-directional vehicular network with vehicular densities

ρ1 and ρ2, with p percentage of vehicles being the VoIs and the remaining 1 − p

percentage of vehicles being the helpers. Furthermore, each vehicles’ radio range

is r0 and sensing range is Rc. The distance between two consecutive transmitters

(helpers in two consecutive active helper-VoI pairs), Lk, k ≥ 1, under the optimum

scheduling scheme χopt, has the pdf as follows:

fLk
(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
∑∞

m=1 f(x−Rc;m, (1 − p)ρ)Pr(mk = m), x ≥ Rc

0 x < Rc

, (4.13)
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where f(x; k, α) = αkxk−1e−αx

(k−1)!
is the pdf of Erlang distribution with shape param-

eter k and rate parameter α, and mk is the (random) number of helpers within

[Sk + Rc,min {Sk+1, d− 2rI}). The probability mass function of mk is given by:

Pr(mk = 1) ≈ 1 − e−pρ2r0 , (4.14)

and for m ≥ 2,

Pr(mk = m) ≈ e−pρ2r0
(
p− pe−ρ2r0

) (
1 − p + pe−ρ2r0

)m−2
. (4.15)

Moreover, when Rc ≥ 2r0, the approximation in (4.14) and (4.15) becomes accurate

and can be replaced by equality.

Proof. See Appendix B.

Theorem 4.4. Under the same setting as that described in Theorem 4.3, the dis-

tance between the first transmitter and the origin under the optimum scheduling

scheme χopt, L0, has the pdf as follows:

fL0(x) =
∞∑

m=1

f (x;m, (1 − p)ρ)Pr(m0 = m), (4.16)

where m0 is the (random) number of helpers within (0, S1) with distribution: Pr(m0 =

1) = 1 − (1 − p + pe−ρr0) e−pρr0; and for m ≥ 2,

Pr(m0 = m) = e−pρr0(1 − c1)c
m−2
1

(
1 − p + pe−ρr0

)
,

where c1 = 1 − p + pe−ρ2r0.

Proof. The cdf of L0 can be derived using the same method as that used in the

proof of Theorem 4.3. Particularly, we have L0 =
∑m0−1

i=0 l0,i, and in this case,

define h0,i = min {l0,i, 2r0} , i = 1, ...m0 − 1, h0,0 = min {l0,0, r0} + r0, and define

H0,m =
∑m−2

i=1 h0,i+h0,0. See proof of Theorem 4.3 for definitions of these parameters.

The proof follows.
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From (4.13) and (4.16), we can see that the pdf of L0 and Lk, k = 1, 2, ... are

both in the forms of rather complicated expressions. Accordingly, the computation

of the distribution of
∑n−1

i=0 Li, n = 1, 2, ..., which is required for computing E
[
N

χopt
p

]
and relies on the joint the distribution of Lk, n = 1, 2, ...., can become even more

intricate. In our case, assuming that d is much larger compared with the distance

between two consecutive simultaneous transmitters, i.e., we have d � E[Lk]. It is

then reasonably accurate to calculate the value of E
[
N

χopt
p

]
approximately using the

Elementary Delayed Renewal Theorem [95, Theorem 5.8.4], shown as follows:

E
[
Nχopt

p

] ≈ d− 2rI
E[Lk]

, (4.17)

where only the expected value of Lk, k = 1, 2, ... is needed. In the following, we first

calculate the expected value of Lk, k = 1, 2, ..., and then use the obtained result of

E[Lk] to calculate E
[
N

χopt
p

]
.

According to the pdf of Lk provided in (4.13), the expectation of Lk, k = 1, 2, ...

can be readily calculated as follows:

E[Lk] = E

[
Rc +

mk−1∑
i=0

lk,i

]

= Rc +
∞∑

m=1

E

[
m−1∑
i=0

lk,i

]
Pr(mk = m)

= Rc +
∞∑

m=1

m

(1 − p)ρ
Pr(mk = m)

= Rc +
p− pe−ρ2r0 + e−pρ2r0

(1 − p)pρ (1 − e−ρ2r0)
, (4.18)

where the first step results by using (B.1) and the second step is obtained by using

the total probability theorem; the third step is obtained due to fact that
∑m−1

i=0 lk,i

is the sum of m i.i.d. exponential random variable with mean 1
(1−p)ρ

, which is

independent of mk; and the last step results by plugging in Pr(mk = m) shown as

(B.12).
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Putting (4.18) into (4.17) and simplifying it, we have

E
[
Nχopt

p

]
=

(1 − p)pρ(1 − e−ρ2r0)(d− 2rI)

(1 − p)pρ(1 − e−ρ2r0)Rc + p− pe−ρ2r0 + e−pρ2r0
. (4.19)

Combining (4.11) and (4.19), we have:

lim
t→∞

DV (t)

t
=

wV (1 − p)pρ(1 − e−ρ2r0)(d− 2rI)

(1 − p)pρ(1 − e−ρ2r0)Rc + p− pe−ρ2r0 + e−pρ2r0
. (4.20)

4.2.3 Achievable Capacity

In this subsection, we first give the final result of the capacity achieved by the

VoIs by combing the results from Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2; then we analyse the ca-

pacity achieved by eastbound and westbound VoIs separately to demonstrate the

relationship between capacity achieved by eastbound and westbound VoIs and their

vehicular density.

Total Achievable Capacity

Combining the capacity achieved by the VoIs from V2I communications and V2V

communications from one cycle with length d shown in Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, the

total capacity achieved by the VoIs from a highway segment with length L can be

readily obtained as follows:

ηc =
L

d
lim
t→∞

DV 2I(t) + DV 2V (t)

t

=
L

d
min

{
wI

(
1 − e−ρ2rI

)
, wI

(
1 − e−pρ2rI

)
+

wV c2(d− 2rI)

c2Rc + p− pe−ρ2r0 + e−pρ2r0

}
,

(4.21)

where c2 = (1 − p)pρ (1 − e−ρ2r0).

Remark 4.2. It is interesting to note from (4.21) that the achievable capacity does

not depend on the speed of vehicles, which appears to be counter-intuitive at first

sight. This can be explained from the data dissemination process. As (4.6) and (4.11)
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show, both the capacity achieved by the VoIs from infrastructure and from helpers

only depend on the spatial distribution of vehicles. In our system, the vehicles’ arrival

follows a Poisson process and the vehicles move at a constant speed. Therefore, the

spatial distribution of the vehicles are both stationary and ergodic [100] (ignoring the

finite length of the road segment L). It follows that the capacity that can be achieved

by the VoIs is independent of vehicular speed. This observation implies that when

vehicles arrive following a Poisson process, our analysis assuming the constant speed

model is also applicable to other time-varying speed models, e.g., the Gaussian speed

model [21], as long as the resulting spatial distribution of vehicles is time-invariant,

i.e., stationary.

Remark 4.3. In the extreme case when all vehicles have download requests, i.e.,

when p = 1, the achievable capacity from one cycle is ηcycle = ηmax = wI (1 − e−ρ2rI ),

which is exactly the achievable capacity when all vehicles directly receive data from

the infrastructure without cooperative V2V communications. It can be further es-

tablished that when p is greater than a certain threshold, cooperative V2V commu-

nications between the helpers and the VoIs are of little use in boosting the capacity.

This can be explained by that in the particular scenario considered in the chapter, all

new data comes from outside the vehicular network. V2V communications between

the helpers and the VoIs only help to extend the communication range of the VoIs

when there is no VoI in the infrastructure’s coverage and balance data among the

VoIs, but cannot increase the net amount of data available in the vehicular network.

Therefore, when the density of the VoIs is high, the probability that there is no VoI

in the infrastructure’s coverage is negligible and thus it is more beneficial for the

VoIs to retrieve data directly from the infrastructure. In this situation, V2V cooper-

ative communications offer little benefit in boosting the vehicular network capacity.

Unsurprisingly, following the argument outlined earlier, when the vehicular density

is sufficiently large, even for a small value of p, the benefit of V2V cooperative com-
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munications vanishes very quickly. This can be also validated using (4.21).

Capacity achieved by eastbound and westbound VoIs

In this subsection, we analyse the capacity achieved from one cycle by all east-

bound and westbound VoIs separately, denoted by ηe and ηw respectively. The

following theorem summarizes the results.

Theorem 4.5. The capacities achieved from one cycle by the eastbound and west-

bound VoIs, are proportional to the traffic density of eastbound vehicles and west-

bound vehicles respectively, which are given by:

ηe = ηcycle · ρ1
ρ1 + ρ2

, (4.22)

and

ηw = ηcycle · ρ2
ρ1 + ρ2

. (4.23)

Proof. See Appendix C.

Remark 4.4. It is interesting to note that the capacities achieved by VoIs travelling

in each direction are strictly proportional to the vehicular densities of that direction

respectively. This can be explained by the fact that when the vehicular density in

a direction increases, there is a higher chance for the VoIs travel in that direction

to communicate with the infrastructure and to receive more data indirectly from

the helpers via V2V communication. As a VoI travels in a direction is statistically

indistinguishable from another VoI travels in the same direction, this result suggests

that the achievable throughput by a (any) VoI, no matter which direction the VoI is

travelling in, will be statistically the same.

4.3 Simulation and Discussion

In this section we conduct Monte-Carlo simulations to establish the accuracy of

the theoretical analysis and discuss its insights. Specifically, we set the length of a
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highway segment L=100km. Eastbound and westbound vehicles move at constant

speeds of v1=20m/s and v2=25m/s respectively. The radio ranges of infrastructure

points and vehicles are 400m and 200m (typical radio ranges using DSRC [49])

respectively. The data rates of V2I and V2V communications are wI=20Mb/s and

wV =2Mb/s. Each simulation is repeated 2000 times and the average value is shown

in the plot.
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Figure 4.4 : A comparison of the expected number of simultaneously active helper-

VoI pairs in one V2V Area with respect to the proportion of VoIs p between simu-

lation and analysis, for different sensing ranges Rc.

Fig. 4.4 shows a comparison between the expected number of simultaneous

active helper-VoI pairs in a V2V Area from analysis and simulation, under three

different sensing ranges Rc. It is shown that the analytical result match perfectly

with the simulation result when Rc ≥ 2r0. When Rc < 2r0, there is a marginal gap

between the simulation and analytical result, and the gap reduces with an increase

of p. This is due to the fact that when Rc < 2r0, other things being equal, with an

increase of p, the density of helpers becomes smaller. Therefore, it is less likely to
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occur the scenario discussed in the proof of Theorem 4.3 that the VoI of the k-th

(k ≥ 1) helper-VoI pair is located within the coverage of the helper Vk,1, helper

Vk,2, · · · . Consequently, the approximations used in (4.14) and (4.15) become more

accurate. Furthermore, as expected, a higher value of sensing range Rc results in a

lower expected number of simultaneous helper-VoI pairs.

Fig. 4.5 shows a comparison of the capacities achieved from one cycle by all VoIs,

by all eastbound VoIs, and by all westbound VoIs. Both Fig. 4.5(a) and Fig. 4.5(b)

show that the analytical results match very well with simulations. Furthermore, it

can be seen that the capacity achieved by the VoIs travelling towards each direction

(ηe and ηw respectively) is exactly proportional to the traffic density in that direction,

as predicted by Theorem 4.5.

Fig. 4.5 also reveals the relationship between the capacity and the proportion

of VoIs p, and shows that the capacity increases to its maximum value when the

proportion of VoIs is larger than a certain threshold. Beyond that threshold, a

further increase in p has little impact on the capacity. Specifically, as shown in

Fig. 4.5(a), when p is small, the capacity increases sharply with an increase of p;

however, when p increases beyond a certain threshold, e.g., pth=0.08 in this case, a

further increase in p has no impact on the capacity. This can be explained by that

when p < pth, the number of VoIs is insufficient to retrieve all the data received by

the helpers from their V2I communications. That is, vehicular networks offer more

data (capacity) than that can be retrieved by the VoIs and the capacity is limited by

the V2V communications between the VoIs and the helpers. Therefore, an increase

in p would significantly increase the number of simultaneous active helper-VoI pairs

and consequently boost the capacity. However, when the proportion of VoIs reaches

a certain threshold, VoIs can retrieve almost all the data received by the helpers

from their V2I communications. In this case, the capacity achieved by the VoIs

approaches its maximum ηmax = wI(1 − e−ρ2rI ), which is equal to the average data
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Figure 4.5 : A comparison of the capacities achieved from one cycle by all VoIs, by

all VoIs in the eastbound direction, and by all VoIs in the westbound direction as a

function of the proportion of VoIs p.

rate the infrastructure point delivers its data to all vehicles, including both VoIs and

helpers.

Fig. 4.6 demonstrates the relationship between the capacity and the inter-
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Figure 4.6 : Relationship between capacity, distance between adjacent infrastructure

points and vehicular density.

infrastructure distance, and gives insight into the optimum vehicular network in-

frastructure deployment in terms of their inter-distances under different vehicular

density. It is shown in Fig. 4.6(a) that when the vehicular density ρ is small, a

larger d will lead to a larger capacity achieved from one cycle because a large d will

increase the capacity achieved by the VoIs from V2V communications with helpers.

However with an increase of ρ, the capacity achieved by the VoIs from one cycle
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under different values of d differ marginally and converge to the same maximum

value. This can be explained by considering that when ρ is large, most of the VoIs

can receive data directly from the infrastructure, and the contribution from V2V

communications with helpers becomes less significant. Even though an increase in d

would help to boost the capacity achieved from one cycle when the vehicular density

is small, Fig. 4.6(b) shows that the total achievable capacity decreases with an in-

crease of d. This is due to the fact that an increase in d on one hand brings marginal

improvement on the capacity achieved from one cycle, on the other hand, it reduces

the number of cycles, which consequently leads to a reduction in the total capacity.

Furthermore, it can be seen that to achieve the same capacity, when the vehicular

density is larger, the inter-infrastructure distance needs to be higher. Therefore,

when determining the optimum deployment of vehicular network infrastructure, it

is important to take the vehicular density into account, e.g., in areas where the ve-

hicular density is usually large, by utilizing a cooperative communication strategy,

the number of infrastructure points can be reduced.
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Fig. 4.7 compares the capacity from one cycle using our cooperative communica-

tion strategy (labelled as With Coop) with its non-cooperative counterpart (labelled

as Without Coop), and shows that our cooperative communication strategy can im-

prove the capacity, even when there is only a small proportion of vehicles with

download requests, i.e., a small p. The result for the non-cooperative counterpart is

obtained by letting the VoIs only receive data from infrastructure. It is shown that

with an increase in p, the proposed cooperative communication strategy becomes

less effective in improving the capacity. This is due to the fact that a larger p leads

to a smaller number of helpers, which results in a reduction in the amount of data

the helpers can help to retrieve from the infrastructure. Thus, the contribution to

the capacity from the proposed cooperative communication strategy becomes less

significant. Furthermore, we can see that under the same network setting, without

using the cooperative communication strategy, only when all vehicles have download

requests, i.e., p = 1, the maximum capacity ηmax = wI(1 − e−ρ2rI ) can be achieved.

In contrast, with the cooperative communication strategy, this maximum capac-

ity ηmax can be achieved even when a small proportion of vehicles have download

requests. This validates the effectiveness of cooperative communications to boost

network performance.

Fig. 4.8 compares the achievable capacity assuming our proposed cooperative

communication strategy (labelled as Coop) with that assuming the strategy pro-

posed in [49] (labelled as ChainCluster). It can be seen that our scheme achieves

better performance in terms of the achievable capacity than that proposed in [49].

This is due to the fact that in [49], the authors only used the cooperation among

vehicles moving in the same direction and within the same cluster of the VoIs, while

in our strategy, both cooperation among infrastructure and cooperation of vehicles

travelling in each direction are utilized to help the VoIs’ download, which improves

the capacity achieved by the VoIs.
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Figure 4.8 : A comparison between the capacity achieved from one cycle assuming

our proposed strategy and that assuming the strategy proposed in [49].
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Fig. 4.9 compares the capacity achieved by allowing only one-hop communication

and allowing both k-hop (k = 2, 3, 5) V2I communications between the VoIs and

infrastructure and k-hop V2V communication between the VoIs and helpers. It is

shown that allowing multi-hop communications beyond one hop has little impact

on the capacity. This can be explained by the fact that in the specific scenario

being considered, there are only a subset of vehicles with download requests (VoIs),

and all other vehicles (helpers) assist the VoIs to receive more data. Any new data

in the vehicular network must come from the infrastructure. Therefore, allowing

multi-hop V2V communications only helps to balance the distribution of information

among vehicles but does not increase the net amount of information available in the

network. The marginal increase in the achievable capacity comes from multi-hop

V2I communications between the VoIs and infrastructure, because it allows the

VoIs to have a longer connection time (via some intermediate vehicles) with the

infrastructure. This increase only occurs when the proportion of VoIs, p, is smaller

than a threshold, e.g., pth = 0.06 in the considered scenario.

Fig. 4.10 compares capacity achieved from the constant channel model with

that from the time-varying channel model used in [54], and shows that our analysis

under the constant channel model is applicable to a more realistic time-varying

channel model. The parameters of the time-varying channel model have been given

in Section 3.3. It is obvious from Fig. 4.10 that the achievable capacity from the

above two channel models match each other. This phenomenon can be explained by

equation (4.21) which shows that the achievable capacity is a linear function of wI

and wV . Then, it follows that E[ηc(wI , wV )] = ηc(E[wI ], E[wV ]), which implies that

for time-varying channels, the time-varying values of w
′
I and w

′
V can be replaced by

the respective time-averaged throughput of V2I and V2V communications and our

analysis still applies.
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Figure 4.10 : A comparison between capacity achieved from the constant channel

model and the time-varying channel model which considers Rayleigh fading and

path loss.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we extended the work introduced in Chapter 3 and considered

a scenario with multiple vehicles having download requests in the network. We

analysed the capacity of vehicular networks with a finite traffic density adopting

the cooperative communication strategy proposed in Chapter 3, and obtained its

closed-form expression. Our result showed that the proposed cooperative strategy

can improve the capacity of vehicular networks, and the improvement is more pro-

nounced when the proportion of vehicles with download requests is low. Moreover,

our result sheds insight into the optimum design of cooperative vehicular networks

for ITS to achieve fast and reliable data dissemination.
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Chapter 5

A Topological Approach to Secure Message

Dissemination in Vehicular Networks

In this chapter, we consider vehicular networks containing insider malicious vehicles

that may tamper with the content of messages to disrupt their successful delivery.

We are interested in investigating topology-based decision algorithms to keep ve-

hicles from being misguided by false messages. By incorporating the underlying

network topology information, we propose an optimal decision algorithm that is

able to maximize the chance of making a correct decision on the message content,

assuming the prior knowledge of the percentage of malicious vehicles in the network.

Furthermore, a novel heuristic decision algorithm is proposed that can make deci-

sions without the aforementioned knowledge of the percentage of malicious vehicles.

Simulations are conducted to compare the security performance achieved by our pro-

posed decision algorithms with that achieved by existing ones that do not consider

or only partially consider the topological information, to verify the effectiveness of

the algorithms. Our results show that by incorporating the network topology in-

formation, the security performance can be much improved. This work shed light

on the optimum design of cooperative vehicular networks for ITS to achieve secure

message dissemination.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 introduces the sys-

tem model and the problem formation. The optimum decision algorithm and the

heuristic decision algorithm are presented in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 respectively.

In Section 5.4, we conduct simulations to validate the effectiveness of our proposed

decision algorithms and discuss their insight. Section 5.5 summarizes this chapter.
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5.1 System Model and Problem Formation

In this section, we first introduce the system model, including the network model,

message dissemination model, and the attack model. Then, we give a rigorous

description of the research problem addressed in this chapter.

5.1.1 Network and Message Dissemination Model

We consider a vehicular network where each vehicle has a unique ID number that

is registered in certification authority to represent its identity, and vehicles cannot

forge their own or other vehicles’ ID numbers. That is, we assume all vehicles are

legitimate vehicles that have passed the authentication process conducted by the

certification authority [42, 44].

Specifically, consider that there is a vehicle in the network (termed as the source

vehicle) intending to deliver a message about the road condition to inform other

vehicles further away. The road condition information can be abnormal situations,

e.g., congestion, hazardous road conditions such as traffic accident, slippery road,

etc., or normal situation, e.g., uncongested traffic. We assume that the content of

message takes value from {0, 1}, and 1 represents abnormal road condition and 0

represents normal road condition. When the source vehicle sends the source message

m0 on road condition, it will also send the location information applied to the road

condition along with message m0, to help other vehicles in the network make a

better route choice. It is worth noting that the road situation can also be described

as a multi-variable vector and these variables can be correlated [42], e.g., one such

variable can be traffic congestion state and another can be accident state. We denote

the content of message on road condition transmitted by the source vehicle, which

represents the actual road condition, by m0, m0 ∈ {0, 1}. Other vehicles do not

know the true value of m0 a priori.
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The message is forwarded from the source vehicle in a broadcast and multi-hop

[86, 101] manner to other vehicles with the help of relay vehicles. Relay vehicles can

be any vehicle along the message propagation path. Each time when a relay vehicle

receives a message from its neighbor, it will forward the message. That is, when a

relay vehicle gets the same message several times (from different neighbors), it will

forward as many times as it receives the message. Multi-path forwarding makes it

challenging for the attackers to influence all message forwarding paths [41], therefore

helps to improve the message security. When a vehicle transmits the message on road

condition to other vehicles, it transmits its identity information, i.e., ID number,

along with the message. This is commonly adopted in vehicular network applications

and can be achieved by some standard signature approach [10, 39]. Using this, any

vehicle in the network is able to obtain an integrity-protected path list that records

the relay vehicles of the corresponding received message on road condition.

5.1.2 Attack Model

Vehicles in the network can be classified into two categories: normal vehicles,

which behave normally and will forward the received message without any alteration,

and malicious vehicles, which may tamper the received message. It is assumed that

vehicles cannot forge their own or other vehicles’ ID numbers, and the path list

transmitted along with the message is protected by signature approach. Therefore,

malicious vehicles can only tamper the content part of the message, but cannot tam-

per the path list record. Malicious vehicles are uniformly and randomly distributed

in the system with proportion p. It follows that the probability of a vehicle being

a malicious vehicle is p, independent of the event that another distinct vehicle is a

malicious vehicle.

We assume that the source vehicle is normal and only relay vehicles may be ma-

licious. We acknowledge there is possibility that the source vehicle can be malicious,
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and it is also an important scenario when investigating the vehicular network mes-

sage security issue. In this work, our main focus is to design a topological approach

to address the message inconsistency issue resulted from the message dissemination

process. Therefore, we assume the source vehicle is normal, and only relay vehicles

can be malicious. We will leave the work that removes this assumption as our fu-

ture work. Besides, we assume the normal vehicles do not know which vehicles are

normal or malicious. On the other hand, we consider the most unfavourable situa-

tion for secure message dissemination in vehicular networks that malicious vehicles

not only know which vehicles are malicious, but also are capable of communicating

with each other via back channels of infinite bandwidth [102]. That is, we assume

malicious vehicles collaborate with each other and they also know what the correct

message m0 transmitted by the source vehicle is. Therefore, if a malicious vehicle

receives the correct message, it will tamper it to the incorrect one, i.e., different

from message m0; and if it receives the incorrect message, it will directly forward it

to others. This implies that as long as a message is relayed by at least one malicious

vehicle, the message would be incorrect. Fig. 5.1 gives a simple example of message

dissemination process when there are insider attackers in the network.

Figure 5.1 : An illustration of a vehicular network when there exists a malicious

vehicle V2 who would tamper with the content of message.
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5.1.3 Problem Formation

Now we give a detailed description of the research problem considered in this

chapter.

We consider that there is a vehicle, which is several hops away from the source

vehicle, trying to make a decision on the message content when it receives several

copies of message, and we call it the destination vehicle. Note that the destination

vehicle can be any vehicle along the message dissemination path. From the time

instant the destination vehicle receives the first message, it waits time period T to

receive more messages before making a final decision. T characterizes the response

time requirement on the decision, and a larger T potentially allows the vehicle

to receive more messages. We assume the destination vehicle receives k copies of

the message during its waiting time period T and the number of relay vehicles

that participate in relaying the k copies of message from the source vehicle to the

destination vehicle is n. The value of k will impact the integrity of the decision,

and we will discuss its impact later in the simulation. In the following analysis,

we regard k and n are constants, namely, we consider a network containing n relay

vehicles and k paths between the source vehicle and the destination vehicle.

Denote the k messages on road condition received by the destination vehicle by

Mi, i = 1, 2, ...k, Mi ∈ {0, 1}. As each message on road condition is transmitted

together with a specific delivery path from the source vehicle to the destination

vehicle, we number the corresponding paths by L1, L2, ...Lk. In addition, we number

the relay vehicles by V1, V2, ...Vn. A vehicle Vi may belong to one or more paths.

Note that due to the existence of malicious vehicles who may tamper with the

content of the message, the k copies of the message received by the destination

vehicle can be in conflict instead of being consistent with each other. Furthermore,

with the potential existence of some shared relay vehicles in different paths, the k
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messages received from k different paths may not be independent. These correlations

are all contained in the information of message dissemination paths. Therefore,

we construct a topology matrix to represent the underlying network topological

correlation. Specifically, based on the path information derived from the received

messages, the destination vehicle can readily construct a k × n topology matrix B,

where each row represents a path, each column a node (vehicle), and the (i, j)-th

entry Bij being an indicator whether vehicle Vj belongs to path Li:

Bij =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1, if vehicle Vj belongs to path Li

0, else

(5.1)

In this chapter, we are interested in investigating decision algorithms for the

destination vehicle to make a correct decision on the content of the disseminated

message against attacks from malicious vehicles by utilizing the underlying network

topology information. Denote by d, d ∈ {0, 1} the final decision on the content of

message made by the destination vehicle. If the decision is the same as the source

message, i.e., if d = m0, we say the destination vehicle makes a correct decision,

otherwise we say it makes an incorrect decision. We use the probability of correct

decision, denoted by Psucc, as the performance metric to measure the secure message

dissemination performance, and Psucc can be formally defined as follows:

Psucc = Pr(d = 1,m0 = 1) + Pr(d = 0,m0 = 0) (5.2)

In the following two sections, we will propose two decision algorithms to improve

the message security performance in vehicular networks by utilizing the underlying

network topology information. First, we will propose an optimum decision algorithm

that maximizes the probability of correct decision Psucc based on Bayes decision

theory, assuming the percentage of malicious vehicles in the network is known. A

detailed implementation of the algorithm will be provided to illustrate how a des-

tination vehicle makes the decision on the message content according to this prior
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knowledge and the network topology information. Then, we will introduce a heuris-

tic decision algorithm based on the Maximum Likelihood Estimation. This heuristic

decision algorithm will enable a vehicle to make a decision when receiving conflict-

ing messages purely based on network topology information, without the need for

knowing the percentage of malicious vehicles, which can be difficult to estimate in

some circumstances. Therefore, the heuristic algorithm is easier to implement in

practice.

5.2 Optimum Decision Algorithm

In this section, we propose a decision algorithm which aims to optimize the

secure message dissemination performance in terms of maximizing the probability

of a correct decision Psucc, that is,

max Psucc, (5.3)

where Psucc is given by (5.2).

In the following, we will first present the optimum decision algorithm followed

by a detailed proof to prove its optimality, and then we will introduce its detailed

implementation and discuss its limitation in practical realization.

5.2.1 Optimum Decision Algorithm

The following theorem summarizes the optimum decision algorithm we are in-

vestigating to maximize Psucc.

Theorem 5.1. Consider a destination vehicle receives k copies of messages M1 =

m1,M2 = m2, ...Mk = mk. Given the prior knowledge of the probabilities that the

occurrence of abnormal event of interest, e.g., traffic congestion, are P1 = Pr(m0 =

1), and P0 = 1−P1 = Pr(m0 = 0), which can be estimated from empirical knowledge
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[103], the optimum decision algorithm that leads to (5.3) can be shown as follows:

d =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1, Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

> P0

P1

0, Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

< P0

P1

, (5.4)

and when Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

= P0

P1
, d is randomly chosen from 0 and 1 with

equal probability.

Proof. As introduced in [104, 105], the objective of a binary Bayes decision problem

is to minimize the expectation of the decision cost, denoted by U(d,m0). Let Uij,

i = 0, 1, j = 0, 1, represents the cost of declaring the final result d = i when actually

the source message m0 = j, and Uij can be negative to represent the benefits of

making a correct decision. As a ready consequence of the total probability theorem,

the expectation of the decision cost U(d,m0) can be expressed as follows:

U(d,m0) =
1∑

i=0

1∑
j=0

UijPr (d = i, m0 = j) . (5.5)

When assuming U01 > U11 and U10 > U00, which is reasonable considering the

cost of making an incorrect decision is usually larger than that making a correct

decision, the optimum decision algorithm that minimizes the expectation of the

decision cost made by the destination vehicle given its k copies of received message

M1 = m1,M2 = m2, ...Mk = mk, is given by [105]:

d =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1 Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

> P0(U10−U00)
P1(U01−U11)

0, Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

< P0(U10−U00)
P1(U01−U11)

, (5.6)

where Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1) and Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0) are

the two conditional probabilities of the occurrence of event M1 = m1,M2 = m2, ...Mk =

mk, which characterize the correlations between received messages. Meanwhile,

when a tie occurs, namely, when Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

= P0(U10−U00)
P1(U01−U11)

, d is randomly

chosen from 0 and 1 with equal probability.
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From (5.5), when assuming the cost of making a correct decision is 0 and making

an incorrect decision is 1, namely, by assuming U00 = U11 = 0 and U01 = U10 = 1,

we have:

U(d,m0) = Pr (d = 0,m0 = 1) + Pr (d = 1,m0 = 0) = 1 − Psucc. (5.7)

It follows that a minimization of the expectation of the decision cost, is equivalent

to a maximization of the probability of correct decision, namely, we have

min U(d,m) ⇐⇒ max Psucc (5.8)

Therefore, the optimum decision algorithm we are investigating for the optimization

problem (5.3) is exactly the decision algorithm that provides a solution to the clas-

sical Bayes decision problem in a special case, shown as (5.4), which finalizes the

proof.

Remark 5.1. It can be seen from (5.4) that, given the probabilities of the occurrence

of an abnormal event of interest, P0 and P1, the decision on d = 1 or d = 0

depends on the ratio Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

. That is, given a set of received messages

M1 = m1,M2 = m2, ...Mk = mk, the destination vehicle needs to calculate the

probability that the event M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk occurs if the true message m0 is

1, denoted as Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1) and the probability that the event

occurs if the true message m0 is 0, denoted as Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0). A

decision on d is then made by comparing the value of Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

and P0

P1
.

Therefore, calculating of the two probabilities is the critical part of implementing the

algorithm in practice.

In summary, the optimum decision algorithm for the destination vehicle to maxi-

mally make a correct decision on the message content works as detailed in Algorithm

5.1, where the details of calculating the two terms Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1)

and Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0) will be given in the following subsection.
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Algorithm 5.1 Optimum Decision Algorithm

Input: M1,M2, ...Mk, P0, P1, p

Output: d

1: Construct topology matrix B based on the paths information derived from the

received k copies of message;

2: Calculate the two probabilities Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1) and

Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0) according to (5.10) and (5.13) respec-

tively, given the network topology information and a prior knowledge on the

proportion of malicious vehicles in the network;

3: if Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

> P0

P1
then

4: d = 1;

5: else if Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

< P0

P1
then

6: d = 0;

7: else

8: d is randomly chosen from 0 and 1 with equal probability;

9: end if

5.2.2 Algorithm Implementation

In this section, we will introduce the detailed implementation of the proposed

optimum decision algorithm. As discussed in Remark 5.1, the foremost step is to

calculate Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1) and Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0)

as they are prerequisite to obtaining the final decision d.

The main idea behind the calculation of Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1) and

Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0) is as follows. We classify vehicles into three differ-

ent types based on the paths they belong to. We call a vehicle a Type 0 (or Type 1 )

vehicle if it only belongs to paths that deliver messages with content 0 (or 1) to the

destination vehicle, and a vehicle is a Type 2 vehicle (if any) if it belongs to at least
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one path that delivers a message with content 0 and one path that delivers a message

with content 1 to the destination vehicle. This follows that, the paths which deliver

messages with content 1 to the destination vehicle contain Type 1 and Type 2 vehi-

cles, and the paths which deliver messages with content 0 to the destination vehicle

contain Type 0 and Type 2 vehicles. Therefore, by separating the paths according

to the delivered message contents, it can be readily concluded that given m0 = 1, all

the Type 1 and Type 2 vehicles are normal vehicles, meanwhile malicious vehicles

only exist among Type 0 vehicles. Then, by listing and analysing all the different

combinations of malicious vehicles among the Type 0 vehicles, we can obtain the

result of our target conditional probability Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1). The

idea of calculating Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0) is with the same.

In the following, we will first demonstrate the method of constructing topol-

ogy matrix B based on the above idea, and then calculate the two probabilities

Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1) and Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0). Without

loss of generality, we assume that among the k copies of messages M1 = m1, ...Mk =

mk received by the destination vehicle, there are exactly k1, messages with content

1 and the other k − k1 messages with content 0. Note that k1 = 0 and k1 = k are

both trivial cases implying no conflict on the received messages so that the decision

is straightforward, therefore we only consider the case when 0 < k1 < k.

Constructing the topology matrix B

Specifically, recall the definition of the topology matrix given in (5.1), that each

row corresponds to a path and each column corresponds to a vehicle. Based on the

idea discussed above to calculate the probabilities Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1)

and Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0), we construct the network topology matrix
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B in the following form:

B =

⎡
⎢⎣ B1 Bs1 0

0 Bs0 B0

⎤
⎥⎦ , (5.9)

where B1, B0, Bs1 and Bs0 , if existing, are non-zero matrices, and

[
B1 Bs1 0

]
is a k1 × n sub-matrix corresponding to the paths that deliver messages with con-

tent 1 to the destination vehicle, and

[
0 Bs0 B0

]
is a (k − k1) × n sub-matrix

corresponding to the paths that deliver messages with content 0 to the destination

vehicle. Meanwhile, the columns of B1 and B0 correspond to vehicles that only

belong to paths that deliver messages with content 1 and that deliver messages with

content 0 to the destination vehicle respectively, i.e., Type 1 vehicles and Type 0 ve-

hicles respectively. The columns of sub-matrix

⎡
⎢⎣ Bs1

Bs0

⎤
⎥⎦ correspond to all the Type

2 vehicles. Assume that the number of Type 1 and Type 0 vehicles are n1 and n0

respectively, 0 ≤ n1+n0 ≤ n, and the number of Type 2 vehicles is n2 = n−n1−n0.

It follows that matrix B1 and B0 are with size k1×n1 and (k−k1)×n0 respectively,

and matrix

⎡
⎢⎣ Bs1

Bs0

⎤
⎥⎦ is with size k × (n− n1 − n0).

It is worth noting that the above arrangement of columns and rows of matrix B

represent a numbering sequence of vehicles and paths, so that it does not change the

underlying topology in terms of paths information. Besides, the sub-matrix B1 can

be non-existent if n1 = 0, i.e., when the paths that deliver messages with content

0 to the destination vehicle contains all the n vehicles in the network. Under this

circumstance, B =

⎡
⎢⎣ Bs1 0

Bs0 B0

⎤
⎥⎦. Similarly, the sub-matrix B0 (or

⎡
⎢⎣ Bs1

Bs0

⎤
⎥⎦) can

also be non-existent when n0 = 0 (or n2 = 0).
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Calculation of Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1) and

Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0)

In this part, we show the method of calculating the two conditional probabilities

Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1) and Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0) based on

the constructed topology matrix B. The following two theorems summarize the

results.

Theorem 5.2. Consider a destination vehicle receives k copies of message M1 =

m1,M2 = m2, ...Mk = mk, and among which k1 messages are with content 1 and

the other k − k1 messages are with content 0, 0 < k1 < k. Conditioned on the

source message m0 = 1, the conditional probability of the occurrence of event M1 =

m1, ...Mk = mk can be calculated as follows:

Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

(1 − p)n−n0 ·
[∑n0

i=1 ai · pi (1 − p)n0−i
]
, n0 > 0

0, n0 = 0

, (5.10)

where n0 is the number of vehicles that only belong to paths that deliver messages

with content 0 to the destination vehicle, i.e., the number of Type 0 vehicles in the

network, and ai, i = 1, 2, ...n0 is the number of combinations that exactly i malicious

Type 0 vehicles leading to the occurrence of event M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk.

Proof. When n0 = 0, there are no Type 0 vehicles in the network, which implies that

the paths that deliver messages with content 1 to the destination vehicle contains all

the n vehicles in the network, and the topology matrix B =

⎡
⎢⎣ B1 Bs1

0 Bs0

⎤
⎥⎦. Under

this circumstance, conditioned on the source message m0 = 1, when the event that k1

messages are with content 1 occurs, all the n vehicles in the network should be normal

vehicles. This leads to the event that the other k − k1 messages are with content 0
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occurs with probability 0. Therefore, we have Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1) = 0

when n0 = 0.

When n0 > 0, from the topology matrix B, we can conclude that if the matrix⎡
⎢⎣ Bs1

Bs0

⎤
⎥⎦ exists, then the corresponding Type 2 vehicles should be all normal vehicles.

This can be readily concluded by the fact that there is out of possibility for two

paths sharing the same malicious vehicle would deliver different contents. Therefore,

malicious vehicles exist either among Type 1 vehicles or among Type 0 vehicles.

Given the source message m0 = 1, all the Type 1 vehicles should be normal vehi-

cles to result in the occurrence of the event that the k1 paths delivering messages with

correct content 1. Malicious vehicles can only exist among Type 0 vehicles. Besides,

the malicious Type 0 vehicles should be able to compromise all the k − k1 paths

(corresponding to the sub-matrix

[
0 Bs0 B0

]
) to resulting in the occurrence

of the event that all the k − k1 paths delivering messages with incorrect content

0. Therefore, any combination of malicious vehicles should satisfy the following

condition: by implementing element-wise union to their corresponding columns in

sub-matrix B0, i.e., implementing element-wise Boolean operation OR to them, the

result should be a column with each entry equal to 1.

Note that the number of malicious type 0 vehicles can be any integer among

[1, n0]. We denote by event ei that randomly choosing i columns from sub-matrix

B0 and then conducting element-wise union operation to them, there results in a

column with each entry equal to 1. Denote by ai, i = 1, 2, ...n0 the total number of

combinations that event ei occurs. Therefore, we have

ai =

zi∑
j=1

I (event ei occurs) , (5.11)

where zi =

⎛
⎜⎝ n0

i

⎞
⎟⎠, and I(x) is an indicator function that I(x) = 1, when x is true;
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otherwise I(x) = 0.

It then follows from the combination theory [96] that :

Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1) = (1 − p)n−n0 ·
[

n0∑
i=1

ai · pi (1 − p)n0−i

]
, (5.12)

where the first part corresponds to the probability that the k1 paths deliver messages

with correct content 1, so that all the n − n0 vehicles contained in these k1 paths

are therefore normal vehicles; and the second part is the probability that the k− k1

paths deliver messages with incorrect content 0, which is a summation of all the

probabilities of different malicious vehicle combinations.

Theorem 5.3. Consider a destination vehicle receives k copies of message M1 =

m1,M2 = m2, ...Mk = mk, and among which k1 messages are with content 1 and

the other k − k1 messages are with content 0, 0 < k1 < k. Conditioned on the

source message m0 = 0, the conditional probability of the occurrence of event M1 =

m1, ...Mk = mk can be calculated as follows:

Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

(1 − p)n−n1 ·
[∑n1

i=1 bi · pi (1 − p)n1−i
]
, n1 > 0

0, n1 = 0

, (5.13)

where n1 is the number of vehicles that only belong to paths that deliver messages

with content 1 to the destination vehicle, i.e., the number of Type 1 vehicles in the

network, and bi, i = 1, 2, ...n1 is the number of combinations that exactly i malicious

Type 1 vehicles lead to the occurrence of event M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk.

Denote by event e
′
i that randomly choosing i columns from sub-matrix B1 and

then conducting element-wise union operation to them, there results a column with

each entry equal to 1. Denote by bi, i = 1, 2, ...n1 the total number of combinations
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that event e
′
i occurs. Then we have

bi =

z
′
i∑

j=1

I
(

event e
′
i occurs

)
, (5.14)

where z
′
i =

⎛
⎜⎝ n1

i

⎞
⎟⎠. Therefore, this theorem can be readily proved following the

same method as that used in the proof of Theorem 5.2, and hence is ignored.

5.2.3 A Discussion of the Optimum Algorithm

From the analysis in Section 5.2.2, we can see that the value of n0, n1, and ai, i =

1, 2, ...n0 in (5.10), bi, i = 1, 2, ...n1 in (5.13) can be obtained from the network topol-

ogy matrix. That is, when the k received messages M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk, and the

network topology is given, the value of n0, n1, ai, i = 1, 2, ...n0, and bi, i = 1, 2, ...n1

are all determined. However, the exact values of Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1)

and Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0), shown as also (5.10) and (5.13), also depend

on the proportion of malicious vehicles p in the network, which usually, is not easy

to be obtained or estimated as a prior knowledge. In the following, we use a simple

example to show the dependency on p of the proposed optimum decision algorithm.

Consider a network that contains overall 7 independent paths from the source

vehicle to the destination vehicle. The first three paths, containing 1, 8 and 15

vehicles respectively deliver messages with content 1 to the destination vehicle, and

the other four paths, containing 6 vehicles each, deliver messages with content 0 to

the destination vehicle. See Fig. 5.2 for an illustration.

According to (5.10) and (5.13), we have:

Pr (M1 = M2 = M3 = 1,M4 = ... = M7 = 0|m0 = 1)

=(1 − p)1+8+15 · [1 − (1 − p)6
]4

=(1 − p)24 · [1 − (1 − p)6
]4
, (5.15)
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Figure 5.2 : An illustration of a vehicular network that contains 7 independent paths

from the source vehicle to the destination vehicle, containing 1, 8, 15, 6, 6, 6, and 6

vehicles respectively.

and

Pr (M1 = M2 = M3 = 1,M4 = ... = M7 = 0|m0 = 0)

=(1 − p)6×4 · [1 − (1 − p)]
[
1 − (1 − p)8

] [
1 − (1 − p)15

]
=(1 − p)24p

[
1 − (1 − p)8

] [
1 − (1 − p)15

]
. (5.16)

Therefore,

Pr (M1 = M2 = M3 = 1,M4 = ... = M7 = 0|m0 = 1)

Pr (M1 = M2 = M3 = 1,M4 = ... = M7 = 0|m0 = 0)

=
1 − (1 − p)6

p [1 − (1 − p)8] [1 − (1 − p)15]
(5.17)

Let

f1(p) = 1 − (1 − p)6 (5.18)

and

f2(p) = p
[
1 − (1 − p)8

] [
1 − (1 − p)15

]
, (5.19)

and plot them with different value of p, see Fig. 5.3 for an illustration. We can

see that the value of Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

depends on the percentage of malicious

vehicles in the network. Specifically, it is shown in Fig. 5.3 that when p is smaller
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than a threshold, e.g., pth = 0.092 in this case, the value of Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

=

f1(p)
f2(p)

is smaller than 1, while when p is larger than the threshold, the value of

Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

= f1(p)
f2(p)

is larger than 1, and will further increase with an

increase of p. Therefore, given the network topology, the decision based on (5.4)

relies on the value of p. This illustrates that the value of p is indispensable in

adopting the optimum decision algorithm to achieve an accurate decision result.

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2
Percentage of malicious vehicles: p

0
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0.3

f1(p)
f2(p)

Figure 5.3 : An illustration to show that the percentage of malicious vehicles is in-

dispensable in implementing the optimum decision algorithm to achieve an accurate

decision result.

5.3 Heuristic Decision Algorithm

As discussed in the Section 5.2.3, the implementation of the optimum decision

algorithm proposed in the last section relies on prior knowledge of the percentage

of malicious vehicles p in the network, which is usually not easy to be obtained or

estimated. In this section, to avoid the dependence on p, we propose a heuristic

decision algorithm for the destination vehicle to make a decision when receiving
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conflicting messages purely based on network topology information.

The heuristic decision algorithm is derived from the principle of Maximum Like-

lihood Estimation [106], which can be described as follows:

d =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1, Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

> 1

0, Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

< 1

, (5.20)

where M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk are the k messages received by the destination vehicle,

m0 is the source message and d is the decision made by the destination vehicle.

When Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=1)
Pr(M1=m1,...Mk=mk|m0=0)

= 1, d is randomly chosen from 0 and 1 with equal

probability.

Based on the received messages M1 = m1, M2 = m2, ..., Mk = mk and the

path information obtained from messages, the method of constructing the topology

matrix B is identical to that introduced in Section 5.2.2, i.e., B =

⎡
⎢⎣ B1 Bs1 0

0 Bs0 B0

⎤
⎥⎦.

Therefore, by combining (5.10), (5.13) and (5.20), it can be readily shown that

d =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

0, n0 = 0

1, n1 = 0

, and when n0 > 0 and n1 > 0,

Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1)

Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0)
=

(1 − p)n−n0 ·
[∑n0

i=1 ai · pi (1 − p)n0−i
]

(1 − p)n−n1 ·
[∑n1

i=1 bi · pi (1 − p)n1−i
]

=

∑n0

i=1 ai ·
(

p
1−p

)
i

∑n1

i=1 bi ·
(

p
1−p

)
i
. (5.21)

Recall that both sub-matrices

[
B1 Bs1 0

]
and

[
0 Bs0 B0

]
correspond

to a sub-network of the considered network and the common nodes shared by the

two sub-networks (if any) cannot be malicious vehicles. Therefore, when consid-

ering the potential malicious vehicle combinations, we avoid these common nodes

and only focus on the sub-matrices B1 and B0. Specifically, we regard the network
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corresponding to sub-matrices B1 and B0 as networks where each row represents

a complete path and each column represents a vehicle, denoted by T1 and T0 re-

spectively. In the following, with a twist of the vertex-cut [107] terminology from

graph theory which defines a vertex set whose removal would disconnect the graph,

we define malicious cut set, size of a malicious cut set, and minimal malicious cut

set of a network in this work, and demonstrate that the parameter ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n0

and bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n1 in (5.21), which was defined in (5.11) and (5.14), are exactly the

number of malicious cut sets with size i of the network T0 and T1 respectively.

Definition 5.1. A malicious cut set of a network is a combination of vehicles,

where if all vehicles in the set are malicious vehicles all paths of the network can be

compromised. The size of a malicious cut set is the number of vehicles contained in

the set. A minimal malicious cut set is a malicious cut set with the smallest size.

It is worth noting that the network may have multiple malicious cut sets and

multiple minimal malicious cut sets. Consider the network shown in Fig. 5.4 for

example. Vehicle sets {V1, V2, V3}, {V4, V5, V6, V7}, and {V8, V9} (to name a few) are

all malicious cut sets of the network, and a minimal malicious cut set is the malicious

cut set {V8, V9} with size 2. Therefore, to compromise all paths of this network, the

minimum number of malicious vehicles needed is 2.

Based on Definition 5.1, if a vehicle set is a malicious cut set, then each path of

the network contains at least one vehicle belonging to this set. Recall that ai (or

bi) represents the number of combinations that randomly choosing i columns from

sub-matrix B0 (B1) and then conducting element-wise union to them, there results

a column with each entry equal to 1. That is, ai (or bi) represents the number of

combinations that by choosing i vehicles from Network T0 (or T1) to form a vehicle

set, each path of network T0 (or T1) contains at least one vehicle belonging to this

set. Therefore, ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n0 and bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n1 are exactly the number of malicious
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Figure 5.4 : An illustration to show the malicious cut sets and minimum malicious

cut sets of a network.

cut sets with size i of the network T0 and T1 respectively.

According to the properties of malicious cut sets, it can be readily obtained that

ai = 0 if ai+1 = 0, and ai+1 > 0, if ai > 0. Similarly, we have bi = 0 if bi+1 = 0, and

bi+1 > 0, if bi > 0.

Define

r0 = min {i : ai > 0} , 1 ≤ r0 ≤ n0 (5.22)

and

r1 = min {i : bi > 0} , 1 ≤ r1 ≤ n1, (5.23)

the smallest integer that satisfies ai > 0 and bi > 0 respectively. Therefore, r0 is

the size of the minimal malicious cut set of network T0, and ar0 is the number of

minimal malicious cut sets of network T0. Similarly, r1 is the size of the minimal

malicious cut set of network T1, and br1 is the number of minimal malicious cut sets

of network T1. This follows that

Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1)

Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0)
=

∑n0

i=r0
ai ·

(
p

1−p

)
i

∑n1

i=r1
bi ·

(
p

1−p

)
i
≈

ar0

(
p

1−p

)r0

br1

(
p

1−p

)r1 , (5.24)

where the first step is obtained from the fact that a1 = a2 = ...ar0−1 = 0, ar0 > 0, and

b1 = b2 = ...br1−1 = 0, br1 > 0, and the second step is obtained by only keeping the
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first item of both the numerator and denominator. Considering the fact that when

p is small, the probability that there are i + 1 malicious vehicles in the network is

much smaller than the probability that there are i malicious vehicles in the network,

therefore, this approximation is quite accurate.

Note that when p is small, we have p
1−p

� 1. Therefore, when r0 �= r1, whether

the value of
ar0(

p
1−p)

r0

br1(
p

1−p)
r1 shown as (5.24) is larger than 1 is dominantly determined by

the value of r0 − r1. Specifically, when r0 < r1, we have
(

p
1−p

)r0−r1 � 1. In this

case, the coefficient
ar0
br1

plays a marginal role and therefore
ar0(

p
1−p)

r0

br1(
p

1−p)
r1 > 1; when

r0 > r1, we have
(

p
1−p

)r0−r1 � 1, and therefore
ar0(

p
1−p)

r0

br1(
p

1−p)
r1 < 1. On the contrary,

when r0 = r1, whether the value of
ar0(

p
1−p)

r0

br1(
p

1−p)
r1 is larger than 1 would heavily depend

on the value of the coefficient
ar0
br1

. Consequently, we have

Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1)

Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0)
≈

ar0

(
p

1−p

)r0

br1

(
p

1−p

)r1

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

> 1, r0 < r1

< 1, r0 > r1

=
ar0
br1

, r0 = r1

, (5.25)

which shows that to compare the values of Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 1) and

Pr (M1 = m1, ...Mk = mk|m0 = 0), we only need to compare the values of r0 and r1,

namely, the size of minimal malicious cut set of networks T0 and T1 when r0 �= r1,

or the value of ar0 and br1 , namely, the number of minimal malicious cut sets of

networks T0 and T1 when they have the same size in terms of minimal malicious cut

set.

From Menger’s Theorem [107], the size of the minimal vertex-cut whose removal

would disconnect two non-adjacent vertices, is equal to the maximum number of

vertex-independent paths between these two non-adjacent vertices. Therefore, it

can be concluded that the size of the minimal malicious cut set of a network is also
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equal to the maximum number of node-disjoint paths in the network between the

source vehicle and the destination vehicle. Therefore, r0 and r1 are also the maxi-

mum number of node-disjoint paths which exist in networks T0 and T1 respectively.

Note that calculating the maximum number of vertex-disjoint paths from source to

destination is a special case of finding the maximum flow problem by setting every

vertex capacity as 1 [107]. Therefore, the values of r0 and r1 can be readily obtained

by existing maximum flow algorithms, e.g., introduced in [107, 108, 109]. When

r0 = r1, ar0 and br1 can be obtained by the exhaustive search algorithm according

to their definitions given by (5.11) and (5.14).

In summary, by combining (5.20) and (5.25), the decision rule of our proposed

heuristic algorithm can be shown as

d =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1, (r0 < r1) or (r0 = r1, ar0 > br1)

0, (r0 > r1) or (r0 = r1, ar0 < br1)

, (5.26)

and when r0 = r1, and ar0 = br1 , d is randomly chosen from 0 and 1 with equal

probability.

Remark 5.2. It is worth noting that the topology of the network corresponding to

a topology matrix B1 may not be unique. For instance, a topology matrix B =⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 1 1 1 0 0

1 0 1 1 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ can correspond to both networks shown as Fig. 5.5. However,

the malicious cut sets of the networks with different topology remain the same as

there is a one-to-one correspondence between each malicious cut set and a combina-

tion of columns from the topology matrix that an element-wise union of them leading

to a column with each entry equal to 1. That is, as long as networks have the same

topology matrix B, they would have the same malicious cut sets. Therefore, the net-

work T1 (or T0) corresponding to sub-matrix B1 (or B0) may not be unique, however

it does not effect their malicious cut set analysis.
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(a) Network1. (b) Network 2.

Figure 5.5 : An illustration of two networks that have the same topology matrix.

Remark 5.3. The implication of the heuristic decision algorithm (5.26) can also be

explained as follows. Given two networks that deliver conflicting message contents,

by removing the common nodes shared by these two networks and regarding each path

after the removal of the common nodes as a new complete path, there results in two

new independent networks that deliver conflicting message contents. Therefore, a

decision can be made by comparing the robustness of the two new networks. Note that

a smaller size of the minimal malicious cut set of a network implies fewer minimal

malicious vehicles are required to compromise that network, and consequently, a

higher probability that incorrect messages will be delivered. Therefore, the decision

will always be chosen as the message delivered by the network with a lower probability

of being compromised.

From (5.26), we can see that the decision result is now entirely determined by the

network topology, and is independent of the proportion of malicious vehicles in the

network. That is, the proposed heuristic decision algorithm is purely topology-based

which is easy to be implemented in practice. In summary, the heuristic decision

algorithm works as detailed in Algorithm 5.2.
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Algorithm 5.2 Heuristic Decision Algorithm

Input: M1,M2, ...Mk

Output: d

1: Construct topology matrix B based on the path information derived from the

received k copies of the message;

2: Based on the constructed topology matrix B, calculate r0 and r1 according to

the maximum flow algorithm;

3: if r0 < r1 then

4: d = 1;

5: else if r0 > r1 then

6: d = 0;

7: else

8: Calculate ar0 and br1 based on the definition given by (5.11) and (5.14);

9: if ar0 > br1 then

10: d = 1;

11: else if ar0 < br1 then

12: d = 0;

13: else

14: d is randomly chosen from 0 and 1 with equal probability;

15: end if

16: end if

5.4 Simulation and Discussion

In this section, we conduct simulations based on real traffic data to establish the

validity of the decision algorithms proposed in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3, as well as

to demonstrate the application of our proposed algorithms in a real life situation to

indicate their usefulness. We utilize the real traffic data collected by inductive loop
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Figure 5.6 : An illustration of the target road segment.

detectors in Taipei city, including 1-minute averaged vehicular speed passing each

loop detector, and the volume, i.e., the number of vehicles, passing the corresponding

loop detectors during this 1 minute, to model real life traffic. Specifically, we choose

the traffic data at 17:00 pm (peak hour, the traffic is congested) on the road segment,

named Jianguo North Road, covered by 6 loop detectors (labeled by ’Loop 1’ to

’Loop 6’), to build the considered vehicular network for our simulation. See Fig.

5.6 for an illustration. The interval distance between two consecutive loop detectors

are 700m, 550m, 300m, 280m, and 240m respectively. Vehicles are moving in the

direction from Loop 6 to Loop 1. We assume that at the specific minute we focused

on, vehicles located between two loop detectors move at the same constant speed, the

same as the average speed passing the next loop during this minute. For instance,

we approximately regard vehicles located between Loop 1 and Loop 2 at 17:00pm

travel at the same constant speed as the average speed vehicles passing Loop 1 at

17:00 pm.

We assume the source vehicle is exactly located at the location of Loop 1 when

it detects the congestion at its location, and it would like to disseminate the conges-

tion information to other vehicles moving towards the congestion area. Therefore,
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messages are disseminated in the direction from Loop 1 to Loop 6, which is opposite

to the traveling direction of vehicles. Vehicles communicate with their neighbors

adopting the unit disk model [86, 47] with a transmission range r0 = 250m [21].

Each relay vehicles in the network has a probability p to be a malicious vehicle. We

focus on a destination vehicle located at a distance L from the source vehicle, and

track the probability of correct decision made by the destination vehicle. From the

time instant the destination vehicle receives the first message reporting road condi-

tion, it waits a fixed time period T to receive more number of messages before it

starts to make a decision. The per-hop transmission delay is assumed to be β = 4ms

[21].

At each simulation, a topology matrix B can be constructed based on the un-

derlying network topology. Therefore, given the malicious vehicle distribution and

the topology information, the content of the k messages M1,M2, ...Mk received by

the destination vehicle is determined. The destination vehicle then makes a decision

given the received messages and the derived underlying topology information ac-

cording to our proposed decision algorithms at each simulation. The decision result

can be either correct or incorrect. The simulation is repeated 5000 times and the

proportion of the correct decision, i.e., the probability of correct decision, is plotted.

In the following, we first compare our proposed two decision algorithms, and

then we study the effects of topology information, and some performance-impacting

parameters on the algorithms. The performance-impacting parameters including

the proportion of malicious vehicle in the network, and the choice of waiting time

by the destination vehicle before it starts to make the decision.

5.4.1 Comparison of the Two Proposed Algorithms

In this section, we compare the message security performance achieved by the two

proposed decision algorithms to provide insight on the optimum decision algorithm
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design for secure message dissemination.

Fig. 5.7 compares the probability of a correct decision achieved by the proposed

optimum decision algorithm (labeled as Optimum Algorithm) and by the proposed

pure topology-based heuristic decision algorithm (labeled as Heuristic Algorithm)

respectively. It is shown that when the percentage of malicious vehicles in the net-

work is small, e.g., when p < 0.2 in this case, the message security performance

achieved by the optimum decision algorithm is only slightly better than the perfor-

mance achieved by the heuristic decision algorithm. This implies that the heuristic

decision algorithm, purely based on network topology information and easily imple-

mented in practice, is sufficient to achieve a high message security performance for

vehicular networks.
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Figure 5.7 : A comparison of the probabilities of a correct decision achieved by the

optimum decision algorithm proposed in Section 5.2, and by the heuristic decision

algorithm proposed in Section 5.3.
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5.4.2 Impact of Topology Information

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms that take the underly-

ing topology information into consideration, we compare the security performance,

in terms of the probability of a correct decision made by the destination vehicle,

achieved by our proposed algorithms described by Algorithm 5.1 and 5.2 respectively,

with that achieved by existing weighted voting algorithms like the weighted voting al-

gorithm proposed in [105] (labeled with WV: MMSE) that considers partial correla-

tion between messages, the weighted voting algorithm proposed in [43] (labeled with

WV: w ∝ αh−1) that does not consider the underlying topology information causing

the correlation between messages, and the majority voting (a special case of weighted

voting by assigning identical weights to each vote) that totally ignores the underly-

ing topological correlation. Specifically, the weighted voting algorithm proposed in

[105] sets weight to each message as wi =
∑k

j=1 C
(−1)
ij

(∑k
r,j=1 C

(−1)
rj

)−1

, where C is

the error covariance matrix whose (i, j)th entry is defined by the error covariance

between message Mi and message Mj, calculated by Cij = E [(Mi −m0)(Mj −m0)].

C−1 is the inverse matrix of the error covariance matrix C, and C
(−1)
ij is the (i, j)th

entry of the matrix C−1. The weighted voting algorithm proposed in [43] simply

assigns weight to each message as wi = αhi−1∑
j α

hj−1 , where α ∈ (0, 1) is a weighting

factor to reduce the oversampling impact caused by messages generated from the

same source and hi is the number of hops travelled by the ith message from the

source to the destination.

It can be seen in Fig. 5.8 that both our proposed algorithms outperform the

weighted voting algorithms proposed in [105], [43] and the majority voting algorithm,

which demonstrates that our algorithms taking into account topology information

and correlation between different copies of message are able to effectively improve

the robustness of vehicle networks against attacks from malicious vehicles.
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Figure 5.8 : A comparison of the probability of a correct decision achieved assuming

our proposed algorithms and that achieved assuming other existing weighted voting

algorithms.

5.4.3 Impact of the Percentage of Malicious Vehicles

Fig. 5.8 reveals the relationship between the probability of a correct decision

Psucc and the percentage of malicious vehicles in the network, p. It can be seen that

the probability of a correct decision made by the destination vehicle decreases to its

minimum value Psucc = 0 when the proportion of malicious vehicles in the network

is larger than a certain threshold. Beyond that threshold, a further increase in p

has little impact on the security performance. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 5.8,

when p is small, the security performance achieved assuming the optimum decision

algorithm decreases with an increase of p; however, when p increases beyond a certain

threshold, a further increase in p has no impact on the security performance. This

can be explained by the fact that the more malicious vehicles exist in the network,

the more tampered copies of message will be delivered, and therefore a lower chance

for the destination vehicle to make a correct decision regardless of what algorithm it

adopts. Furthermore, when the number of malicious vehicles in the network reaches
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a certain threshold, most of the message dissemination paths will be compromised.

In this case, the destination vehicle will totally misguided by the incorrect messages

and the message security performance approaches its minimum value Psucc = 0.

5.4.4 Impact of the Waiting Time Period

As mentioned in Section 5.1.3, the waiting time period T the destination vehicle

waits before it starts to make a decision is an important parameter that should

balance the trade-off between the response time requirement and the integrity of

the decision. Therefore, in this section, we study the impact of the waiting time

period T on the security performance assuming the two proposed algorithms, under

different traffic densities.
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Figure 5.9 : An illustration of the relationship between the probability of a correct

decision and the waiting time period the destination vehicle waits before it starts to

make a final decision by adopting the proposed two algorithms respectively.

Fig. 5.9 demonstrates the relationship between the probability of a correct de-

cision, Psucc, and the waiting time period T the destination vehicle waits before it

starts to make a decision, assuming our two proposed algorithms respectively, and
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gives insight into the choice of waiting time by the destination vehicle. Importantly,

we can see that for both algorithms, a greater waiting time is beneficial to the

secure message dissemination because a longer waiting time potentially implies a

larger number of received messages. This consequently, brings more information on

the underlying network topology, and therefore leads to a more robust result from

the data consistency check. However, when T increases beyond a certain threshold

Tth, e.g., in the case of ρ=0.01veh/m, Tth = 100ms when adopting the proposed op-

timum decision algorithm and Tth = 150ms when adopting the proposed heuristic

decision algorithm when, a further increase in T has marginal (less than 5%) impact

on the probability of a correct decision. This is due to the fact that when T is

larger than a threshold, the marginal return brought by waiting a longer time to the

security performance is diminishing. Furthermore, it can be seen that to achieve the

same message security performance, when the vehicular density is lower, the wait-

ing time needs to be longer. Therefore, when determining the waiting time period,

it is important to take the vehicular density into account, e.g., in areas where the

vehicular density is large, the waiting time can be reduced. Thus, Fig. 5.9 exhibits

a guide on the choice of waiting time period for destination vehicles.

5.5 Summary

By utilizing underlying network topology information, this chapter proposed

two decision algorithms - the optimum decision algorithm and a heuristic decision

algorithm - to address the issue of message inconsistency caused by insider malicious

vehicles that would tamper the content of disseminated messages in the network.

The proposed optimum decision algorithm is able to effectively help a destination

vehicle maximally make a correct decision on the content of message, given the

network topology information and the prior knowledge of the percentage of malicious

vehicles in the network. The proposed heuristic decision algorithm further enables a
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vehicle to make a decision based on network topology information only and without

the need for knowing the percentage of malicious vehicles which can be difficult

to estimate in some circumstances, at a modest cost in performance. Therefore,

the heuristic algorithm is easier to implement in practice. Simulations based on

real traffic data were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of two algorithms. It

was demonstrated that the heuristic decision algorithm is able to achieve a security

performance close to that achieved by the optimum decision algorithm, especially

when the percentage of malicious vehicles is small. By comparing the two proposed

algorithms with existing algorithms that do not consider the underlying topological

information or only partially consider message correlation, it was shown that the

proposed algorithms greatly outperform existing ones. Moreover, the impact of

some key parameters on the performance of the proposed algorithms was discussed,

including the percentage of malicious vehicles, and the waiting time the destination

vehicle waits before making a final decision. A deeper insight revealed in our work

is that messages coming from redundant paths are not equal and messages coming

from diversified and independent paths carry more information than those from

correlated paths. In this sense, we consider our work is just a first step towards

the big direction of harnessing the network topology information to improve the

vehicular network security. In the future, we would like to utilize more traveling

information of vehicles in the network, like location, speed, direction, .etc, to design

a more comprehensive topological approach, so as to further improve the vehicular

network security.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis had presented works on cooperative vehicular networks for ITS, including

investigating a novel cooperative communication strategy for vehicular networks

to facilitate data dissemination, and novel topology-based decision algorithms for

vehicular networks to protect secure message dissemination. In the following, the

key results and findings of this thesis are summarised.

In Chapter 3, “Throughput of Cooperative Vehicular Networks with Infrastruc-

ture Support: Single-user Case”, we proposed a cooperative communication strategy

for vehicular networks with a finite vehicular density by utilizing V2I communica-

tions, V2V communications, mobility of vehicles, and cooperations among vehi-

cles and infrastructure to facilitate data dissemination. A detailed analysis for the

achievable throughput was presented when considering a typical delay-tolerant ap-

plication scenario that there is only one vehicle has a download request from the

Internet, and all the other vehicles assist its download using the proposed coopera-

tive communication strategy. The closed-form expression of achievable throughput

(or its upper and lower bound) was obtained in three different regimes we classified

in our analysis. The results showed that the proposed cooperative strategy can sig-

nificantly improve the achievable throughput of vehicular networks even when traffic

density is low.

Next, in Chapter 4, “Capacity of Cooperative Vehicular Networks with Infras-

tructure Support: Multi-user Case”, we extended the work introduced in Chapter 3

and considered a scenario with a subset of vehicles having download requests from
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the Internet. Each vehicle with a download request downloads a distinct large-size

file from the Internet and other vehicles without download requests assist the deliv-

ery of the files to them. An analytical framework was developed and the capacity of

vehicular networks with a finite traffic density adopting the cooperative communica-

tion strategy was analysed. The results have showed that the proposed cooperative

strategy can improve the capacity of vehicular networks, and the improvement is

more pronounced when the proportion of vehicles with download requests are low.

Finally, in Chapter 5, “A Topological Approach to Secure Message Dissemination

in Vehicular Networks”, we proposed two decision algorithms that utilize the un-

derlying network topology information to address the issue of message inconsistency

caused by malicious vehicles that would tamper with the content of disseminated

messages, so as to protect secure message dissemination in vehicular networks and

keep the network robust against insider attackers. The optimum decision algorithm

proposed is able to maximize the chance of making a correct decision on the message

content, assuming the prior knowledge of the percentage of malicious vehicles in the

network. The heuristic decision algorithm proposed enables vehicles to make deci-

sions without the aforementioned knowledge of the percentage of malicious vehicles,

therefore is easier to implement in practice. We demonstrated that the heuristic

decision algorithm is able to achieve a security performance close to that achieved

by the optimum decision algorithm, especially when the percentage of malicious

vehicles in the network is small. By comparing the two proposed algorithms with

existing algorithms that do not consider the underlying topological information or

only partially consider message correlation, we showed that our proposed algorithms

greatly outperform existing ones.

In addition to the key results and findings summarised above, there are still

some research problems to be investigated in the future. First, it would be interest-

ing to investigate the optimum road side smart infrastructure deployment scheme, to
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better serve the needs of ITS. Our work has provided guidance on the optimum de-

ployment of road side infrastructure in terms of their interval distance, that in areas

where the vehicular density is usually large, by utilizing a cooperative communica-

tion strategy, the number of infrastructure points can be reduced. Indeed, deploying

road side smart infrastructure to support ITS is a challenging problem that should

take multiple factors into consideration, e.g., the penetration rate of smart vehicles

in the city, the economic issues, etc. Therefore, it is an on-going and worthwhile

topic which deserves further study. Second, more interesting results related to co-

operative vehicular network design could be investigated when considering multiple

metrics instead of optimizing only a single objective. This is motivated by the fact

that in practice, a trade-off may exist between multiple metrics, such as throughput

and delay, throughput and fairness, security and privacy, etc.. Therefore, optimally

designing cooperative vehicular networks to balance conflicting metrics is both in-

teresting and challenging. Furthermore, approaches to protect vehicular network

security require further investigation. For instance, our proposed topological ap-

proaches can be extended to hybrid approaches that integrate traffic information

from heterogeneous sources, e.g., from messages on traffic state received through

vehicular communications, and from the local traffic state obtained through built-in

sensors. In this case, to decide whether there is an abnormal traffic condition in

the target location of the road, the challenge lies in analysing the correlation be-

tween the heterogeneous information, and designing a hybrid decision algorithm to

appropriately combine them.
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Appendix A

Proof of Theorem 4.2 in Chapter 4.2.2

Recall that we set the point to the right of infrastructure point I1 and at a distance

rI to I1 (the left boundary point of the V2V Area) as the origin of the coordinate

system, and the right direction as the positive (+x) direction. Denote by Xk, k =

1, 2, ... the location of the i-th transmitter (helper of the active helper-VoI pair),

numbered from left to the right, under the optimum scheduling scheme χopt. Denote

by Yk, k = 1, 2, ... the location of the i-th transmitter under an arbitrary scheduling

scheme χ
′
. It follows that X1 < X2 < · · · < Xk < Xk+1 < · · · and Y1 < Y2 < · · · <

Yk < Yk+1 < · · · . See Fig. A.1 for an illustration. In the following, we prove that

χopt described in Theorem 4.2 is an optimum scheduling scheme that would lead to

the maximum number of active helper-VoI pairs by recursion that Xk ≤ Yk holds

for any k = 1, 2, ....

For k = 1, noting that according to the scheduling scheme χopt, the first trans-

mitter is the leftmost helper in the V2V Area that has at least one VoI within its

coverage. Therefore, it follows readily that X1 ≤ Y1.

Assuming that Xk ≤ Yk when k = n, n ≥ 1, we will show that Xn+1 ≤ Yn+1. We

consider two different cases: Xn+1 ≤ Yn and Xn+1 > Yn:

(i) Case Xn+1 ≤ Yn: in this case, it can be readily shown that Xn+1 ≤ Yn < Yn+1.

(ii) Case Xn+1 > Yn: in this case, under the scheduling scheme χopt, the (n+ 1)-

th transmitter is the nearest helper to the right of the n-th transmitter satisfying

simultaneous transmission conditions: it is outside the sensing range of the n-th

transmitter who are located at Xn and has at least one VoI within its transmis-
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(a) Results under the proposed selection scheme χopt

(b) Results under another selection scheme χ
′

Figure A.1 : An illustration of the distribution of simultaneous transmitters, where

the triangular points represent the helpers that are chosen as simultaneous trans-

mitters and the dots represent the helpers that are not chosen as transmitters.

sion range that is different from the VoI that the n-th transmitter transmits to.

Therefore, there is no helper within road segment (Xn, Xn+1) that can transmit

simultaneously. If Yn+1 < Xn+1, a contradiction must occur. Thus, Xn+1 ≤ Yn+1.

Therefore, Xk ≤ Yk holds for any k = 1, 2, ...

It readily follows that the number of simultaneous active helper-VoI pairs under

χ
′

must be less than or equal to that under χopt.
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Appendix B

Proof of Theorem 4.3 in Chapter 4.2.2

Recall that we denote by Sk ∈ [0, d − 2rI ], k = 1, 2, ... the position of the k-th

transmitter in the V2V Area and Lk, k = 1, 2, ... the distance between the k-th and

the (k + 1)-th transmitter. Note that each Lk, k = 1, 2, ... are i.i.d.

Denote by Vk,1 the first helper located in the road segment [Sk +Rc, d− 2rI ], by

Vk,2 the second helper, and so on. Denote by lk,i, i = 1, 2, ... the distance between

helpers Vk,i and Vk,i+1 and by lk,0 the distance between helper Vk,1 and the point

Sk + Rc. See Fig. B.1 for an illustration. As an easy consequence of the Poisson

distribution of helpers, lk,i, i = 1, 2, ... follows identical and independent exponential

distribution with a mean value 1
(1−p)ρ

, and further due to the memoryless property

of exponential distribution [96], lk,0 also has the same distribution as lk,i, i = 1, 2, ....

Figure B.1 : An illustration of the distribution of distances between two consecutive

simultaneous transmitters.

Consider the k-th transmitter and suppose the (k + 1)-th transmitter is exactly

the mk-th helper located within the road segment [Sk + Rc, d− 2rI ], where mk is a
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random integer. Note that the distribution of mk is independent of lk,i, i = 1, 2, ...,

but is determined by the distribution of VoIs within the coverage of each helper Vk,1,

Vk,2, · · · . Therefore,

Lk = Rc +

mk−1∑
i=0

lk,i. (B.1)

From (B.1), to calculate the distribution of Lk, it remains to calculate the dis-

tribution of mk, Pr(mk = m). We compute the distribution of mk in the following

paragraphs.

(i) when m = 1, it means that the first helper Vk,1 located within road segment

[Sk + Rc, d − 2rI ] is chosen as the (k + 1)-th transmitter. This implies that there

should be at least one VoIs different from the VoI of the kth active helper-VoI pair

within the coverage of helper Vk,1.

When Rc ≥ 2r0, the VoI of the kth active helper-VoI pair cannot be possibly

located within the coverage of helper Vk,1. Therefore, when Rc ≥ 2r0, the condition

that the helper Vk,1 is chosen as the (k+1)th transmitter is that there exists at least

one VoI within the coverage of helper Vk,1, which has a length rx = 2r0 (see Fig.

B.2(a) for an illustration). In contrast, when Rc < 2r0, it may happen that the VoI

of the kth active helper-VoI pair is located within the coverage of helper Vk,1 (see

Fig. B.2(b) for an illustration). In this situation, helper Vk,1 may be chosen as the

(k + 1)th transmitter iff there exists at least one VoI within the road segment with

length rx, which starts from the position of the VoI of kth active helper-VoI pair

and ends at the right boundary of the coverage of helper Vk,1, and rx < 2r0.

Here we approximately omit the scenario that the VoI of kth active helper-

VoI may be located within the coverage of helper Vk,1. That is, we approximately

consider rx to be equal to the length of the coverage area of helper Vk,1, 2r0. We will

use simulation later to validate the accuracy of this approximation and its impact
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(a) Rc ≥ 2r0

(b) Rc < 2r0

Figure B.2 : An illustration of the case that the helper Vk,1 is chosen as the (k+1)-th

transmitter.

on our result. This approximation allows us to write:

Pr(mk = 1) = Pr (∃VoI within length rx)

≈ Pr (∃VoI within coverage of Vk,1)

= 1 − e−pρ2r0 . (B.2)

(ii) when m ≥ 2, it means that the m-th helper located within road segment [Sk +

Rc, d− 2rI ], Vk,m, is chosen as the (k + 1)-th transmitter. This implies that a) none

of the helper Vk,1, Vk,2 · · ·Vk,m−1 satisfies the condition to become the (k + 1)-th

transmitter, i.e., none of the helpers Vk,i, i = 1, ...m − 1 can find a VoI that is not

the same as the VoI of the k-th active helper-Voi pair within their coverage; and

b) there exist at least one VoIs that is not the same as the VoI of the k-th active

helper-VoI pair within the coverage Vk,m. Using the same approximation as that
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used previously, it can be obtained that:

Pr(mk = m)

≈Pr (no VoI within the coverage of Vk,i, i = 1, ...m− 1

∩ ∃VoI within the coverage of Vk,m)

=Pr

(
no VoI in

[
m−2∑
i=1

min {lk,i, 2r0} + 2r0

]
∩ ∃VoI in min {lk,m−1, 2r0}

)

=Pr

(
no VoI in

[
m−2∑
i=1

min {lk,i, 2r0} + 2r0

])
× Pr (∃ VoI in min {lk,m−1, 2r0}) ,

(B.3)

where the last step results due to the property that VoIs have a Poisson distribution

and therefore the numbers of VoIs in non-overlapping intervals are independent.

The summation ends at m − 2 is due to that the total length of the coverage area

of helper Vk,i, i = 1, ...m− 1 is exactly
∑m−2

i=1 min {lk,i, 2r0} + 2r0.

Define two parameters hk,i and Hk,m as follows:

hk,i = min {lk,i, 2r0} , i = 1, 2, ...m− 1 (B.4)

and

Hk,m =
m−2∑
i=1

hk,i + 2r0,m = 2, 3, ..., (B.5)

with Hk,2 = 2r0. Because lk,i, i = 1, 2, ...m− 1 are i.i.d. random variables, it follows

that hk,i, i = 1, 2, ...m−1 are i.i.d. random variables. Denote by f̄hk,i
(x) and f̄Hk,m

(x)

the pdf of random variables hk,i and Hk,m respectively. As an easy consequence of

the total probability theorem, (B.3) can be calculated by:

Pr(mk = m) ≈Pr (no VoI in Hk,m) × Pr (∃VoI in hk,m−1)

=

∫ ∞

0

e−pρxf̄Hk,m
(x)dx×

∫ ∞

0

(
1 − e−pρy

)
f̄hk,m−1

(y)dy

=E
[
e−pρHk,m

]× (
1 − E

[
e−pρhk,m−1

])
. (B.6)

From (B.6), we can see that when m ≥ 2, the value of Pr(mk = m) is the product of

two factors, E
[
e−pρHk,m

]
, and

(
1 − E

[
e−pρhk,m−1

])
. Further note that E

[
e−pρHk,m

]
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and E
[
e−pρhk,m−1

]
are in the form of the moment generating functions (MGF) of

the random variables Hk,m and hk,m−1 respectively. For a random variable X, its

MGF is defined as follows [99]:

MX(t) � E[etX ], t ∈ R. (B.7)

Let MHk,m
(t) and Mhk,m−1

(t) be the MFG of Hk,m and hk,m−1 respectively. It follows

that

Pr(mk = m) ≈
(
MHk,m

(t) · (1 −Mhk,m−1
(t)
)) |t=−pρ

=

(
m−2∏
i=1

Mhk,i
(t) ·M2r0(t) ·

(
1 −Mhk,m−1

(t)
)) |t=−pρ

=
((

Mhk,i
(t)
)m−2 · e2r0t · (1 −Mhk,i

(t)
)) |t=−pρ (B.8)

where the second step results because of the fact that the random variable Hk,m is

the sum of m− 2 i.i.d. random variables hk,i and a constant 2r0.

It remains to calculate the MGF of hk,i. Noting that lk,i, i = 1, 2, ...m − 1

has an exponential distribution: flk,i(x) = (1 − p)ρe−(1−p)ρx. The pdf of hk,i =

min {lk,i, 2r0}, f̄hk,i
(x), can be calculated as follows:

f̄hk,i
(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

(1 − p)ρe−(1−p)ρx x < 2r0

e−(1−p)ρ2r0δ(x− 2r0) x ≥ 2r0

(B.9)

where δ(x) is a delta function:

δ(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1, x = 0

0, x �= 0

(B.10)
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Using (B.9), the MGF of hk,i can be obtained as follows:

Mhk,i
(t) =E[et·hk,i ]

=

∫ ∞

0

etxf̄hk,i
(x)dx

=

∫ 2r0

0

etx(1 − p)ρe−(1−p)ρxdx + et2r0e−(1−p)ρ2r0

=
te(t−(1−p)ρ)2r0 − (1 − p)ρ

t− (1 − p)ρ
. (B.11)

Combing (B.8) and (B.11) and simplifying it, for m ≥ 2, we have

Pr(mk = m) ≈ e−pρ2r0 · cm−2
1 (1 − c1) (B.12)

where c1 = Mhk,i
(t)|t=−pρ = 1 − p + pe−ρ2r0 .

Combing the above result, we have the cdf of Lk, k ≥ 1, denoted by FLk
(x), as

follows:

FLk
(x) =Pr(Lk ≤ x)

=
∞∑

m=1

Pr(Rc +

mk−1∑
i=0

lk,i ≤ x|mk = m)Pr(mk = m)

=
∞∑

m=1

Pr(
m−1∑
i=0

lk,i ≤ x−Rc)Pr(mk = m)

=
∞∑

m=1

∞∑
n=m

e−(1−p)ρ(x−Rc) [(1 − p)ρ(x−Rc)]
n

n!
Pr(mk = m) (B.13)

where the second step is obtained by putting (B.1) into Lk and using the total

probability theorem and the last step is obtained by that the distribution of
∑m−1

i=0 lk,i

is independent of the distribution of mk

From (B.13) and with fLk
(x) =

dFLk
(x)

dx
, we have the pdf of Lk shown as (4.13),

which completes the proof.
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Appendix C

Proof of Theorem 4.5 in Chapter 4.2.3

To calculate the capacity achieved by the eastbound and westbound VoIs, we will

analyze the V2V communications and V2I communications in one cycle area sepa-

rately.

(1). V2V communications:

Recall that under our optimum helper-VoI scheduling algorithm χopt for the V2V

communications proposed in Theorem 4.2, for any two randomly chosen helper-VoI

pairs at a randomly chosen time slot, the travel direction of the VoI in one pair

is independent of the travel direction of the helper in the same pair, and is also

independent of the travel direction of the VoI in the other pair. Therefore, at

any randomly chosen time slot, the proportion of the helper-VoI pairs whose VoI

is eastbound (westbound) is equal to the probability that the VoI of a randomly

chosen helper-VoI pair is eastbound (westbound), denoted by PV e (PV w). Obviously,

PV e+PV w = 1. It follows that the maximum expected amount of data the eastbound

and westbound VoIs can receive through V2V communications during time period

[0, t] from one cycle area, denoted by DV 2V e(t) and DV 2V w(t) respectively, can be

calculated by DV 2V e(t) = PV e · DV 2V (t) and DV 2V w(t) = PV w · DV 2V (t), where

DV 2V (t) is the expected amount of data received by all the VoIs given in (4.3).

Therefore, the capacity achieved by the eastbound and westbound VoIs through

V2V communications from one cycle area are respectively:

lim
t→∞

DV 2V e(t)

t
= PV e lim

t→∞
DV 2V (t)

t
, (C.1)
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and

lim
t→∞

DV 2V w(t)

t
= PV w lim

t→∞
DV 2V (t)

t
. (C.2)

In the following, we will calculate PV e and PVw . Suppose helper VH is one of

the simultaneous transmitters at a randomly chosen time slot. Noting that for a

randomly chosen helper-VoI pair, the travel direction of its VoI is irrelevant to the

travel direction of its helper, but only dependent on the original distribution of

VoIs in each direction. Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume that helper

VH travels eastbound. Recall that we designate the east (right) direction as +x

direction. Here, designate the point to the −x direction of helper VH and at a

distance r0 to VH as the origin of the coordinate system. Denote by z the location

of the point from which the helper VH starts to choose its receiver (VoI), i.e., the

helper VH chooses its receiver within road segment [z, 2r0]. Therefore, according to

the scheduling scheme χopt, z is equal to 0 if the VoI of the previous helper-VoI pair

is not located within the coverage of helper VH , otherwise z > 0. See Fig. C.1 for

an illustration.

Figure C.1 : An illustration of the coordinate system, the location of the randomly

chosen transmitter, and the left-most VoI from each direction that are located at

the right of origin.

Denote the left-most eastbound VoI located at the right side of z by Ve, and its

location by Xe. Further denote the left-most westbound VoI located at the right
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of z by Vw, and its location by Xw. Noting that eastbound and westbound VoIs

follow Poisson distributions with densities pρ1 and pρ2 respectively, it follows that Xe

and Xw are exponentially distributed: fXe(x) = pρ1e
−pρ1x and fXw(x) = pρ2e

−pρ2x.

Given that there is at least one VoI within the road segment [z, 2r0] (otherwise

helper VH can not be one of the simultaneous transmitters), VoI Ve can be chosen

as the receiver of helper VH iff when Xe ≤ Xw. Therefore, we have the probability

that the receiver of the helper VH travels towards east as follows (with the condition

that z is fixed):

PV e =Pr(Xe ≤ Xw|there exists VoI in [z, 2r0])

=
Pr(Xe ≤ Xw, there exists VoI in [z, 2r0])

Pr(there exists VoI in [z, 2r0])

=

∫ 2r0−z

0
Pr(Xe ≤ x)fXw(x)dx

1 − e−pρ(2r0−z)
+∫∞

2r0−z
Pr(Xe ≤ 2r0 − z)fXw(x)dx

1 − e−pρ(2r0−z)

=
ρ1

ρ1 + ρ2
, (C.3)

where the second step results by using Bayes’ theorem; the third step is obtained

by using total probability theorem. In addition, the result of (C.3) is irrelevant to

the random variable z. Straightforwardly, we have:

PV w = 1 − PV e =
ρ2

ρ1 + ρ2
. (C.4)

Plugging (C.3) and (C.4) into (C.1) and (C.2) respectively, we can conclude that

the expected amount of data received by the eastbound and westbound VoIs through

V2V communications are proportional to their respective traffic densities.

(2). V2I communications:

Denote by PIe and PIw respectively the probability that at a randomly chosen

time slot, the receiver of a VoIs’ V2I communication travels towards east and west.

Using the same method above for analysing the V2V communications (the infras-
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tructure point in this case corresponds to the randomly chosen transmitter VH , and

coverage area of infrastructure 2rI corresponds the VoI choosing area 2r0 − z), it

is ready to have PIe = ρ1
ρ1+ρ2

, and PIw = ρ2
ρ1+ρ2

. Therefore, the capacity achieved

by the eastbound and westbound VoIs respectively through V2I communications in

one cycle area, can be obtained by

lim
t→∞

DV 2Ie(t)

t
=

ρ1
ρ1 + ρ2

· lim
t→∞

DV 2I(t)

t
, (C.5)

and

lim
t→∞

DV 2Iw(t)

t
=

ρ2
ρ1 + ρ2

· lim
t→∞

DV 2I(t)

t
. (C.6)

where DV 2Ie(t) and DV 2Iw(t) are respectively the maximum expected amount of

data the eastbound and westbound VoIs can receive through V2I communications

during time period t from one cycle area.

Noting that both the analysis in (1) and (2) show that the maximum amount of

data received from V2V communications and V2I communications by the eastbound

and westbound VoIs are proportional to their respective traffic densities. Therefore,

the capacity achieved from one cycle area by the eastbound and westbound VoIs,

are also proportional to their traffic densities respectively, which finalizes the proof.
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